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ACTIVE REMEDIATION
F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump System

DURHAM GEO SLOPE INDICATOR

F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump System

The TRUE zero-water, product-only recovery system
Application

For LNAPL recovery in 2-inch and larger-diameter wells and
up to 200-ft depths. Recovers light-end hydrocarbons with
SSU values of 80 or lower.

Benefits

PPS gauge

(Tubing not shown)

 Will not recover water
 Locates product/water interface
 Easy installation

TR-51640

 Pump field proven for over 20 years

Description

The F.A.P. Plus ZW is the first true pneumatic zero-water,
product-only recovery system. It is versatile enough to
recover a wide range of products, from gasolines, diesel
fuels and hydraulic fluids, to more viscous products like
# 6 heating oils, all without the worry of ever recovering
water. The F.A.P. Plus ZW, an upgraded version of the
F.A.P. Plus, incorporates both the ZW (Zero Water) feature
and the Precise Positioning System (PPS). The Zero
Water pneumatic logic stops and starts the F.A.P Plus ZW
automatically, depending on the position of the skimmer
inlet. This prevents water from being recovered. Additionally, the Precise Positioning System (PPS) will locate the
product/water interface accurately so the pump is installed
at the proper level.
Additional system components may include:
■ Well Clincher
■ SolarNAPL Compressor
■ Overfill Protection Devices ■ Hoses and Tubing
■ Electric Air Compressor

Operation
Precise Positioning System (PPS)

The Precise Positioning System includes a surface-mounted pressure gauge to conveniently identify the product/
water interface (PWI). When the F.A.P. Plus ZW is lowered
into the well, the surface mounted gauge will show a drop
in pressure indicating that the PWI has been reached. The
system is then raised to accomodate expected water table
fluctuations and the pump will begin to cycle product to
the surface. If the PPS shows no air pressure, it indicates
that the Zero Water function is activated: the water table
has risen high enough to turn the pump off. When the
water level recedes and the pneumatic Zero Water switch
is turned back on, the pump will cycle again and the PPS
gauge will show an increase in air pressure.

2

TR-517

TR-748

(Left) F.A.P. Plus ZW (TR-51640) with additional Standard Skimmer (TR-517)
and Filter/Regulator (TR-748)

ZW (Zero Water) feature

The intelligent logic incorporated in the F.A.P. Plus ZW will
start or stop the pump based on the skimmer inlet position. When the water table rise exceeds the standard travel
allotted by the skimmer, the float will activate a pneumatic
switch, shutting the air supply off and stopping pump operation. When the water table recedes and the skimmer inlet is
at the proper product/water interface, the pneumatic switch
is released, allowing the pump to re-start automatically. This
feature ensures that only product is recovered. The F.A.P.
Plus ZW pump will then lift recovered product to the surface
and discharge the pumped product to a storage tank that
can be fitted with an optional Tank-Full Shut-Off unit.
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F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump (TR-51640) - consists of a flexible,
special inner bladder and a flexible Buna-N® hose which
forms the outer pump body. The pump operates by alternately inflating and deflating the annular space between the
inner bladder and the outer hose. When compressed air is
applied, the inner bladder collapses, propelling the fluid to
the surface. When the air is exhausted, the inner bladder rebounds to its original shape, thereby causing a suction which
pulls fluid into the pump. The pump is capable of producing
a suction of 17 inches of mercury, enough to recover viscous
product and operate in deep wells up to 200 feet.
SPECIFICATIONS
TR-51640 F.A.P. Plus ZW™ Pump
Includes F.A.P. Plus ZW pump (TR-51640) and Coalescing
Filter/Regulator (TR-748). (Requires skimmer - Order separately, see p.4)

Operating Pressure
Pump Capacity

Max. Viscosity
Suction
Materials
Connections
Air Supply to Pump
Fluid Discharge
PPS Sensor*
Sensor Fitting*

1.75 in-OD by 59 in long. 6 lb
0.5 cfm at 100 psig (2.8 dm³ at 690 kPa)
60 to 100 psig

TR-748
TR-747 Filter/Regulator (Coalescing)
Dimensions

Contact factory

0 - 125 psi (Max 150 psi)

Fittings

1/4-in output push-lock fitting, 3/8-in inlet barbed fitting

Capacity
Replacement
Filter

Flexible Buna-N® (outer bladder)
Tygon® special (inner bladder)

Less than 1 psi pressure drop while passing 20 scfm at 100 psig
TR-600217 Particulate filter
TR-601157 Coalescing filter

Typical F.A.P. Plus ZW™ System Installation
Filter/Regulator
Assembly
TR-747

PPS Gauge
Air In

2 in
Well Clincher
TR-76250

17 in Hg

2 lb

10.3 in by 2.48 in

Range

15 - 20 gal/hr at 10 ft DTH
10 - 15 gal/hr at 100 ft TDH
Based on gasoline through 3/8-in ID hose.

ElectroPneumatic
Overfill
Device
TR-758

Discharge
Out
Air
Exhaust

Brass, stainless steel
Product
Storage
Tank

1/4 in-OD push-to-connect fitting
3/8 in-ID hose-barb fitting

FAP Plus ZW™
Pump
TR-51640

1/8 in-OD polyethylene tubing
(100 ft supplied with each pump)
Female quick-connect

TR-516 F.A.P. Plus™ Pump (Does not include ZW feature)
Includes F.A.P. Plus pump (TR-516) and Coalescing Filter/Regulator (TR748). (Requires skimmer - Order separately, see p.3)
Specifications

Coalescing Filter/Regulator (TR-747) Is included with purchase of the F.A.P. Plus
ZW and should be installed at the well head
to supply the proper air pressure to a F.A.P.
Plus ZW pump.

Air

Size and Weight
Air Requirements

					
Section
ACTIVE REMEDIATION
1
F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump System

Same as above (without ZW option)

High Water
Shut Off

Product
Bypass

* Available only on F.A.P. Plus ZW

Air Compressor in
Non-Explosive
Atmosphere
TR-901

Auto
Condensate
Drain

Floating Product
Groundwater

Maintenance: Biofouling may occur because the hydrophobic element is positioned at the air/product interface.
If fouling occurs, the element can be cleaned using a soft
brush or replaced by unthreading the bypass element
and installing a new hydrophobic element.

*

*

Hydrophobic
Element
Density
Float
Skimmer
Assembly
TR-517

*

*

F.A.P. Plus ZW (TR-51640). The F.A.P. Plus (TR-516) is similar to the above, but does not come with the ZW option and PPS gauge (items marked with *).
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F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump System

Skimmers (Choose One)

The skimmer is attached to the bottom of the F.A.P. Plus
ZW™ pump and is used to separate the product from
the water in the well. The skimmer is a necessary part of
the F.A.P. Plus and F.A.P. Plus ZW pumps and must be
ordered separately. Three types of skimmers are available:
standard, high-viscosity, and density.
Note: Density skimmers are not compatible with the F.A.P.
Plus ZW. To use a density skimmer, you can either purchase a conversion kit (TR-51699) or you can purchase
the F.A.P. Plus pump (TR-516).
How do I select the most appropriate skimming system?
Important elements in choosing a F.A.P. Plus ZW™ system are:

Materials
Float
Travel

Visit www.durhamgeo.com to download our design data
sheet for defining all your site conditions.
Standard Skimmer (TR-517 / TR-51711 /
TR-51718) - Is used to recover gasoline, jet fuel
and most diesel fuels. It combines a density float,
hydrophobic element, product bypass screen,
hollow guide rod and coiled hose. The center
guide rod allows the skimmer to travel freely in
response to the water table changes. The skimmer is designed to float with the inlet positioned
at the water/product interface, providing 24 or 36
inches of skimmer travel.

Materials

Float

UHMW polyethylene, S.G. 0.95

TR-51711 Travel

24 in (Min. depth of 18 in required)*

903801

5 lb

UHMW polyethylene, stainless steel, PVC
urethane tubing, hydrophobic material,
brass fittings and Nylon
36 in (Min. depth of 24 in required)*

UHMW polyethylene, stainless steel,
urethane tubing, brass fittings and PVC
UHMW polyethylene, S.G. 0.95
30 in

Density Skimmers (TR-702 / 704 / 706 / 712) Are used when there is less than 18 inches
of fluid from the bottom of the well to the
water/product interface. These skimmers
have a specific gravity of 0.95 and float in
the water with the top inlet just above the
product/water interface. The 2-in, 4-in and
6-in sizes are for use in well casings with
these nominal inside diameters. The 11.5-in
model is self-supporting and may be used in
large diameter wells, open excavations and
open water applications.

TR-704

TR-702 / 704 / 706 / 712 F.A.P. Plus Density Skimmer

1 ¾ in-OD x 67-in long. Fits 2-in and larger wells

TR-517 Travel

8 lb

1 ¾ in-OD x 67 in long

Note: Density skimmers are not Zero Water TR-706
(ZW) compatible, therefore it is essential
that either the F.A.P. Plus ZW conversion kit
(TR-51699) or F.A.P. Plus pump (TR-516) be purchased.

The hydrophobic element is made of a special
porous plastic with a pore size that will allow only
product to pass. The bypass screen on top of the
hydrophobic element allows the product to enter
the skimmer directly when the product layer is
greater than 2 inches.
Dimensions

TR-70410 F.A.P. Plus ZW™ High Viscosity Skimmer
Dimensions

■ Water table fluctuations
■ Product viscosity
■ Type of product
■ Well diameter
■ Amount of product present
■ Depth from bottom of well to product/water interface

TR-517 / 51711 F.A.P. Plus ZW™ Standard Skimmer

High Viscosity Skimmer (TR-70410) - Is used
when the product has a viscosity higher than
80 SSU, such as oils. The 4-in high viscosity skimmer uses the same design as the TR-517, less the
hydrophobic and bypass screen. The skimmer has
30-in of travel and a specific gravity of 0.95, allowing
it to float at the water/product interface. The product
collects on top of the skimmer inlet and from there
it is pumped to the surface. In normal applications,
the skimmer will remove product down to a product
layer of ¼ in to ½ in. The skimmer can be adjusted
in the field to remove the product even further and
attain a thinner layer.

TR-702 Dimensions

1.65-in dia.

TR-704 Dimensions

3.5-in dia.

TR-706 Dimensions

5.5-in dia.

TR-712 Dimensions

11.5-in dia.

Float

UHMW polyethylene, S.G. 0.95

Inlet Screen

Stainless steel mesh

Coil

Polyurethane tubing

Effective Travel

Up to 24 in

TR-51699 F.A.P. Plus ZW 10-32 plug, 1/8 in-OD plug
Conversion Kit

Hydrophobic element replacement

* from bottom of well to product/water interface.

Tech Tip: The F.A.P. Plus ZW™ requires a minimum of
60 psi for optimal performance

4

View animated graphics on the web. Visit
www.DGSI.info/FAP to see how the pumps function.
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F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump System

Accessories
Hoses and Tubing (TR-732 / 734 / 735) - For the F.A.P. Plus
ZW are available in various sizes and sold per foot.

Well Clincher (TR-762 / 764 / 766 / 768) Serves as a well seal and pump support.
It simplifies hose connection. A retractable
handle provides for easy installation or
removal of the pump system.
Well Clincher

Diameter

Weight

TR-762*

2 in

1 lb

TR-764

4 in

1 lb

TR-766

6 in

1 lb

TR-768

8 in

1 lb

TR-764

(Shown mounted to well.)

*Handle not supplied.

Tank-Full Shut-Off (TR-75713) - Is
installed on the recovery tank or drum to
prevent overfilling of the product storage
vessel. The main air is supplied to the
inlet side of the overfill device and the
outlet air supply to the F.A.P. Plus ZW
pump. The overfill device is triggered
by increased fluid levels in the recovery TR-75713
tank and mechanically shuts-off the air
supply to the F.A.P. Plus ZW pump. The standard overfill
device can be used with up to five pumps and installs into
a standard 2-in bung. (Contact DGSI if more than 5 pumps
must be conected).
TR-75713 Tank-Full Shut-Off
Dimensions
Enclosure
Operating Presure

4 lb

6 x 6 x 21 in
PVC and aluminum
0 - 100 psi

Electro-Pneumatic Overfill
Protection Device (TR-758) - Uses an
intrinsically safe float sensor to shut
off the air supply to the F.A.P. Plus ZW
pump. Includes a programmable
24-hour timer to allow on/off time settings in 15 minute increments. Features
TR-758
a NEMA 4 rated enclosure with Solid
State GEM Pak® circuitry and an 8-ft power cord.
Note: Must be located in non-hazardous environment.
Electro-Pneumatic
Overfill Protection
Device

Dimensions

Air
capacity

Voltage
(ac)

Weight

TR-758

8 x 6 x 4 in

23scfm@100 psi

110 V

10 lb

Suspension Cable Kits (918701) - Kits come with fittings and
50 ft of cable for typical installations. Longer cable lengths are
available (918702) and sold per ft.

PN

Size

Composite

Use

TR-732

1/2 in ID

Buna-N

Optional above-ground air supply

TR-734

3/8 in ID

Buna-N

Above-ground fluid discharge or air
supply, or downwell fluid discharge

TR-735

1/4 in OD

Polyethylene Downwell supply to pump

Membrane Dryer (TR-749) - Is installed
in the air supply line to the F.A.P. Plus
ZW pump. The dryer reduces dew point
to -4°F to eliminate moisture from the
air supply. Recommended for extreme
weather conditions.

TR-749

TR-749 Membrane Dryer
Maximum flow

9 lb

3 cfm

Related Accessories
Air Compressor (TR-901) - Electric, non-explosion-proof
2.5-hp, indoor-use air compressor producing 4.2 scfm.
This compressor can be used with up to three F.A.P. Plus
ZW systems. A 5-hp compressor is available for use with
more than three systems. If other air sources are used,
they should include a 5-micron coalescing air filter. In freezing or high humidity conditions, an air dryer is required to
avoid system damage.
Air Compressor

hp

Tank
size

cfm @
100 psi

Voltage (ac)

Weight

TR-901

2.5

TR-905

5

20

5.5

115 V (60 Hz)

150 lb

80

17.1

230 V (50 Hz)

600 lb

SolarNAPL (TR-51600) - Is a solarpowered air compressor which can be
configured to run the F.A.P. Plus ZW
skimming system. It uses the sun’s
energy — a renewable resource — as
the only power source necessary to
operate recovery pumps and is an
excellent option for remote locations.
TR-51600

TR-51600

SolarNAPL

210 lb

F.A.P., F.A.P. Plus and F.A.P. Plus ZW are trademarks of Durham Geo Slope Indicator.
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DURHAM GEO SLOPE INDICATOR
Evacuator™ II

POD (Pump on Demand) Skimmer System
Application

Out-of-the-box LNAPL recovery in 2-inch and larger-diameter wells. The POD Skimmer model
TR-610 recovers light-end hydrocarbons with SSU values of 80 or lower (fig. 1).
POD Skimmer model TR-611 is used for 4-in and larger diameter wells and is perfect for recovering products with viscosities of 80
SSU or higher.

Advantages
 The POD Skimmer is a green energy LNAPL recovery system that can
be powered by solar, CO2, or compressed air.
 Cycles only when the pump is full, minimizing air consumption.
 No need for electrical power when operated with CO2 or solar.
 Can be installed and operational in less than 30 minutes.
 Records the amount of product recovered from each well.

Description

For remediation sites with power limitations or where immediate response is needed, the POD
Skimmer is an excellent choice. It’s based on our highly successful FAP™ Plus Skimming System and incorporates many of the same proven elements.
The POD Skimmer ships partially assembled and can be fully operational using either CO2 or
solar power within minutes. This reduces the need for permits and trenching and saves money
and time. When using CO2 as a power source, the POD Skimmer takes up very little space,
making it an excellent choice for locations where a smaller foot-print is needed (fig. 2).

Operation

Fig. 1
(TR-610)
POD Skimmer model TR-610 uses a 42-in auto compensating, product-only skimmer that is attached to the top of the
pump. LNAPL from the skimmer feeds into the pump. As the pump chamber fills with product, the internal float shifts,
opening the air valve to cycle the pump. The POD Skimmer optimizes the use of compressed gas because the pump only
cycles when full.

When the skimmer is lowered into the well and free product thickness exceeds 5 inches, the product will flow into the
pump through the product bypass float above the hydrophobic filter. In these conditions, the POD Skimmer is capable of
recovering up to 100 or more gallons per day.
When product thickness is less than 5 inches, the product passes through an oilophylic/hydrophobic filter. The rate at which the product can pass through this element
depends on the product thickness, viscosity and temperature. Gasoline at room temperature will flow through it at approximately 40 gallons per day.
(TR-611)
POD Skimmer model TR-611 operates similarly to the TR-610 but with the following
differences. The unit has to be operated in 4-inch or larger wells due to the diameter
of the product density float. The unit does not use a hydrophobic element and will remove product to an approximate thickness of ¼ to ½ inch. The specific gravity of the
product density float can be adjusted to minimize the product thickness.
Fig. 2

6
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SEP IV

Features

Pump exhaust, 3/16 in clear Nylon

1

 The POD Skimmer uses Poplet non-leak air
and exhaust valves.

2

Gas supply, reducing union
5/32 in O.D. x 1/4 in O.D.

2

 The valves are assisted by a magnet to provide
a positive shift in all conditions.

1

3

Product discharge reducing union
1/4 in O.D. x 3/8 in I.D.

3

 The valves are self cleaning and will operate in
40-micron filtered air conditions. Dry air is not
required.

4

Eye bolts to suspend
skimmer in well.

4

5

Well centralizer 3½ in O.D.

5
6

6

Well centralizer
1⅞ in O.D.

 The POD Skimmer will recover only product when
properly installed.
 POD Skimmer model TR-610 requires only
52 inches of well depth below the product to operate 		
and only 39.5 inches of well depth for model TR-611.
 Each pump cycle discharges approximately 5 oz of
product.
 When the skimming system is operated on bottled CO2,
the recovery rate at 60 feet of discharge head is
100 gallons of recovered product per 4.0 lb of CO2.
The current price of CO2 varies from $0.40 to $0.70
per pound, therefore the cost to recover a gallon of
product at this depth is $0.02 to $0.03.

Product density float
3½ in O.D.

7
8

8

Product bypass
float 1½ in O.D.

9

7

9

Hydrophobic filter
element 1½ in O.D.

10

10 Density float
1½ in O.D.

 System includes a cycle/pulse counter to calculate the
volume of product recovered from each pump.
 42-in auto-compensating skimmer travel that removes
product to a sheen (Model TR-610).

11
11 Coiled product
tubing

 The skimmer is furnished with convenient push-toconnect fittings.
 The product density float can be adjusted by adding or
removing weights to minimize product thickness in 		
the well (Model TR-611).
 Using CO2 produces no objectionable noise.

12

 Using CO2 will prevent the freezing of compressed
gas supply lines.

5
12 Spacer

Note: For operating pressures of greater
than 80 psi, contact DGSI.

13 POD Pump
1¾ in O.D.

13

TR-610
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POD (Pump on Demand) Skimmer System

SEP IV

Ordering Information
Pump/Skimmer Construction
304 and 303 stainless steel: Pump head body, bottom, and center tube
Ebonite: Pump float
Viton®: Check valve balls and O-rings
Brass and nickel-plated brass: Fittings
N-40 nickel-plated rare-earth Magnets
Nickel-plated brass with Viton seals Valves
Skimmer:
304 and 316 stainless steel: Tube and centralizers
UHMW; Density float
Ebonite: Product by-pass float
Nylon®: Product discharge, air, and exhaust lines
Urethane: Shimmer hose
Brass and nickel-plated brass: Air and discharge fittings

POD Skimmer Performance*
(Solar Powered)**

2250

1750
1500

90
80

Depth to Product ft.

Recovered Gallons Per Day

100

60 Watt
120 Watt
240 Watt

2000

1250
1000
750

70
60
50
40

500

30

250

20

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

POD Skimmer Performance
(CO2 Powered)*

70

Discharge Pressure (psi)
* Requires multiple POD pumps.
** Based on optimum positioning of solar panels.

0

1

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

Lbs. of CO2 used per 100 gal. recovered(app.)
* Supply system must be leak-free.

SELECTION TABLE FOR POD PUMPS/SKIMMERS
Model

Assembled
Length
(pump / skimmer)
(in)

Assembled
Weight
(lb)

Well Centralizer
Diameter
(in)

TR-610

POD Skimming System,
(Includes pump, skimmer, spanners and cycle counter)

97

8

1⅞

TR-611

POD High Viscosity Skimming System,
(Includes pump, skimmer, spanners and cycle counter)

97

8

3½

Part
Number

8
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Accessories
Tank-Full Shut-Off (TR-75713) - Installed on the recovery

TR-75713 Tank-Full Shut-Off

tank or drum to prevent overfilling of the product storage vessel. The main air is supplied to the inlet side of the overfill device
and the outlet air supply to the POD Skimmer. The overfill device
is triggered by increased fluid levels in the recovery tank and
mechanically shuts-off the air supply to the POD Skimmer. The
standard overfill device can be used with multiple pumps and
installs into a standard 2-in female pipe thread. The unit does not
consume compressed gas.

Dimensions
Enclosure
Operating Presure

Available in various sizes and sold per foot.

6 x 6 x 4 in

Air capacity

23 scfm@100 psi

Voltage (ac)

110 V

10 lb

PN

Size

Composite

3/8 in O.D.

Nylon®

Downwell fluid discharge

TR-735

1/4 in O.D.

Polyethylene

Downwell supply to pump

TR-51600

sor which can be configured to run the POD Skimmer.
It uses the sun’s renewable energy as the only power
source necessary to operate recovery pumps and is an
excellent option for remote locations.

Suspension Cable Kits (918701 ) - Come with

Dimensions

TR-7341

SolarNAPL (TR-51600) - A solar-powered air compres-

Use

SolarNAPL

210 lb

TR-51600

fittings and 50 ft of cable for typical installations. Longer
cable lengths are available (918702) and sold per ft.
Cable clamps (918537) also available.

Air Compressor (TR-901) - Electric, non-explosion-proof indooruse air compressor. Can be used with multiple POD Skimmers.

Air Compressor

hp

Tank
size

TR-901 2.0 13 gal.

Wt. of CO2
stored (lb)

Weight
(empty) (lb)

TR-617

5

8

TR-616

10

15

TR-615

20

24

POD Drum Connector (TR-618) - Is threaded onto
TR-618

High Pressure CO2 Regulator (TR-612) -

2 lb

TR-612 CO2 Regulator

cfm @
90 psi
5.5

Voltage (ac)

www.durhamgeo.com  solutions@durhamgeo.com  Tel: 1-800-837-0864



Weight

120 V (60 Hz) 150 lb

TR-618 POD Drum Connector

the ¾-in FNPT bung on a 55 gallon product recovery
drum. Includes a 3/8 in O.D. push-to-connect swivel
elbow that connects to the product discharge tube of the
POD Skimmer.

Comes with 1/4 in O.D. push-to-connect fittings.

0 - 100 psi

TR-758

Hoses and Tubing (TR-7341 / 735) - For the POD Skimmer.

CO2 Cylinder

PVC and aluminum

Electro-Pneumatic Overfill Protection Device

float sensor to shut off the air supply to the POD Skimmer.
Includes a programmable 24-hour timer to allow on/off time settings in 15 minute increments. Features a NEMA 4 rated enclosure with Solid State GEM Pak® circuitry and an 8-ft power cord.
Note: Must be located in non-hazardous environment.

CO2 cylinder eliminates the cost of renting
from suppliers. All CO2 cylinders ship empty.

6 x 6 x 21 in

TR-75713

Electro-Pneumatic Overfill
Protection Device (TR-758) - Uses an intrinsically safe

CO2 Cylinders - Purchasing your own

4 lb

770-465-7557

5 lb
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Well Seals
DGSI well seals provide an easy means of connecting
fluid and air lines to simplify installations. Strain relief seals
isolate the individual DGSI tubing sizes used on the POD
Skimmer pumps and are vacuum rated.
The well seals are attached to the casing, sealing them to
the diameter of the well casing with a Fernco™-type flexible
coupling. Additional threaded openings through the seals
are provided for fluid level monitoring.
Eyehook included for attaching pump support cable.

2-inch well seal, TR-620
4-inch well seal, TR-621

Well Seals Construction

Fernco-type seal: Neoprene rubber, stainless steel hose clamps
Eyelet for pump construction: Type 304 stainless steel
Compression seals for hoses and tubing: Nylon® and neoprene rubber
Pipe plugs: Nylon®
Hardware misc.: 18-8 stainless steel
Top seal plate: Gray PVC

How to spec your well seal: Select part numbers from the following groups as needed.

TR-620

TR-621

2 in Well Seal Assembly*

4 in Well Seal Assembly*

TR-620

TR-621

* If exhausting the POD Skimmer outside the well it will be necessary to install 1/4-inch tubing (TR-735) from the
top of the skimmer through the well seal and to purchase additional tube adapters (300878 and 603549).
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Passive Skimmer

Passive Skimmer

Passive Skimmer

Floating inlet automatically adjusts to water table changes.
Application


Passive LNAPL recovery



Use when minimal product is present or slow
recovery rates are expected



2 in and larger wells



May be upgraded to an active system by adding the F.A.P. Plus™ Pump.

Description

■ Well Clincher and Cord. The Well Clincher and 50 ft
Nylon® suspension cord are used to support the passive
skimmer in the recovery well. The clincher incorporates an
eye hook to attach the suspension cord. Correct measurement of the product water interface is necessary to properly
position the passive skimmer.
Tech Tip. The critical measurement for proper
recovery is from the bottom of the well to the
product water interface. Custom canisters are
available for shallow well applications.
SPECIFICATIONS

		■ Skimmer
		
■ Canister
		
■ Well Clincher with 30 ft cord
■ Skimmer. The Passive Skimmer utilizes the F.A.P. Plus™
skimmer to provide a 36 in floating
intake for the recovery of free
phase products such as gasoline,
diesel and jet fuel. It is used when
minimal product is present or slow
recovery rates are expected. For
passive recovery of products with
higher than 80 SSU, the 4 in high
viscosity skimmer (TR-25410)
is used. This system provides a
floating intake of 30 inches.

2" Model

4" Model

Length

93.5 in

93.5 in

Outside Dia.

1.75 in

3.5 in

Effective Travel

36 in
(30 in for High-Viscosity Skimmer)

Canister Volume

0.13 gal

Canister Length

24 in

15 in

Min. Water Depth

50.5 in

Weight

4 lb

6 lb

Extension Canister
Length

18 in

16.5 in

Extension Canister
Volume

0.10 gal
(Additional)

0.52 gal
(Additional)

Materials

■ Product Recovery Canister.
The clear PVC collection canister uses a quick connect fitting
to attach it to the skimmer and
provides venting through the
skimmer support hollow rod. The
bottom of the canister incorporates a petcock for easy draining.
The petcock assembly can be
removed allowing an extension
canister to be threaded into the
existing canister to increase the
volume of free product that can be
recovered. Additional weights are
included with each canister and
must be used for proper installation.

0.45 gal

UHMW polyethylene, stainless steel
hollow rod and clamps, urethane tubing,
polyethylene hydrophobic filter, Nitrophyl
float material, brass fittings, PVC tubing
mouldings.
ORDERING INFORMATION

TR-252K

2 in Passive Skimmer

4 lb

TR-253

2 in Extension Canister

1 lb

TR-254K

4 in Passive Skimmer

6 lb

TR-25410

4 in Passive Skimmer (High-Viscosity )

6 lb

TR-255

4 in Extension Canister

2 lb

Parts required to convert a Passive Skimmer into an Active
Skimming System:
TR-516

F.A.P. Plus™ Pump

6 lb

TR-762

2 in Well Clincher

1 lb

TR-764

4 in Well Clincher

2 lb

301822

1/4 in Brass Plug

.25 lb

301139

Push-Lok Fitting

.25 lb

TR-252
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SoakEase™

SoakEase™

Absorbent material for immediate response or minimal product.
Application


Passive LNAPL Recovery.

Description
		■ 36 in Canister
		
■ Absorbent Socks for 2 and 4 in Canisters
SoakEase™ is a product-selective absorbent sock housed
inside a stainless steel canister. It is used as a passive
collection system for free phase product such as jet fuel,
gasoline or diesel fuel from 2 in and larger recovery wells,
monitoring wells and recovery trenches.
The SoakEase™ can be used as a bailer for periodic
product removal or as a dedicated system for a more
continuous method of recovery. Prior to dedicating the
SoakEase™, it is recommended that excess free product
be removed by bailing with the SoakEase™.
To use SoakEase™ as a bailer, an absorbent sock is
placed in the stainless steel canister; a cord is attached
to the support loop and then lowered through the product
layer. The full length of the sock should come into contact with the product for greater recovery. Immediately,
the SoakEase™ will begin absorbing product at a rate of
approximately 0.1 gallon per second, depending on the
product viscosity. After some time, the SoakEase™ should
be raised from the well; the sock removed from the canister
and disposed of in accordance with regulations.
To use the SoakEase™ as a dedicated system, determine the amount of product present and the water table
fluctuation using the PWI interface meter (TR-921). When
these have been determined, the SoakEase™ may be
installed to accommodate level changes up to 36 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

Size Designation

2 in

Outside Diameter

4 in

1.7 in

Length

3.5 in
3 ft 3 in

Weight (Net)

3.0 lb

6.0 lb

Canister Material

Stainless Steel Type 304, perforated

Absorbent Sock
Material

Polypropylene fibrous material contained in
a white fabric sock

Rated Absorption
2 in Socks

3 US gal per case (1 qt per 2" sock)

4 in Socks

9 US gal per case (3 qt per 4" sock)

Incompatibility

Slight degradation may occur if exposed to
strong oxidizing agents

Warning

Not recommended for use with aggressive
fluids, including strong acids, strong bases,
oxidizers and hazardous materials

Reaction time

Immediate
ORDERING INFORMATION

TB2-101

2 in Canister

2 lb

TB2-110

2 in SoakEase™ Refill (case of 12)

4 lb

TB4-101

4 in Canister

3 lb

TB4-110

4 in SoakEase™ Refill (case of 12)

7 lb

Tech Tip: The product absorption rate is determined by the viscosity of the product and
can vary depending on site conditions. The
SoakEase™ is designed to be used with hydrocarbon-based products. The user must determine
the necessary replacement schedule by gauging
site conditions. The socks can be squeezed out
and reused. Approximately 80% of the original
absorption can be recovered.
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Petro-Bailer™

Petro-Bailer™

Low-cost passive skimmer with a fixed product inlet.
Application


Passive LNAPL Recovery.



2 in and larger wells

www.DurhamGeo.com
Always up to date.

Description
The Petro-Bailer™ comprises:
		■ Top cap with a stainless loop
		
■ Hydrophobic inlet filter element
		
■ Collection reservoir
		■ Weighted end point
The fixed inlet passive skimmer is made from
threaded PVC components and is designed to
collect free phase product from 2 in and larger
wells. The hydrophobic inlet filter element
connects between the body and top cap. The
passive skimmer will accommodate water table
fluctuations of up to 12 inches. The device will
collect water if level fluctuations are greater than
12 in.

Top
Cap

Because we strive to constantly improve our products,
our offerings may have changed since the publication
of this catalog. Please consult our web site for the
latest and most complete information including data
sheets, manuals and miscellaneous technical notes.

Filter

Save time!
Download data
sheets, catalogs,
forms and
software.

Body

End
Point

Go to www.DurhamGeo.com and select "Downloads" from the menu bar on the left. You will see a
page similar the one shown below.

SPECIFICATIONS
Size

61.5 in long x 1.66 in diameter

Volume

0.21 gal

Weight (Net)

3.25 lb

Depth

41.5 in water (minimum for skim)

Materials

PVC body, end point and top. Porous polypropylene fiber element, 12 in stainless steel
suspension loop, Buna-N® "O" Rings

ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-007

2" Petro-Bailer™ (1.66 x 61.5 in)

TR-008

Petro-Bailer™

4 lb

TR-009

Petro-Bailer™ Replacement Reservoir

TR-010

Petro-Bailer™ Replacement Hydrophobic Element

TR-011

Petro-Bailer™ Replacement Top

Weighted End
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O-SOX™

The Easiest Downwell Deployment of Dissolved Oxygen
Affordable and effective oxygenreleasing socks for stimulating
aerobic biodegradation in ground
water wells.
Applications:
Stimulation of aerobic biodegradation of groundwater contaminants using EHC-O™. EHC-O is deployed in ground
water wells with the O-SOX™ delivery system.
EHC-O is a proprietary field-proven compound that contains a long-term source of dissolved oxygen and nutrients.
In the well, EHC-O reacts with water to release oxygen
slowly. Exhausted socks are easily replaced with new ones
to continue treatment.
Organic constituents amendable to aerobic biodegradation
processes are:
• Petroleum Hydrocarbons
• Light polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
• BTEX

Benefits of O-Sox™ Delivery System
 All the field proven benefits of EHC-O.
 Substantial time savings in
the field.

Benefits of EHC-O™

 Reusable stainless steel

 Significant cost savings realized through the use

of EHC-O due to its higher oxygen release rate and
lower price.

 Contains nutrients. pH-buffered to reduce self-encapsulation.

 Estimated longevity of 3 to 6 months.

canisters are easy to insert in
and retrieve from the well. Recover the cost of the canister
in your first installation!

 Ease of determining the exact
depth at which the product is
deployed.

 Socks and canisters available for 2” and 4” wells.

Upper canister

 Up to three canisters may be suspended in line to
lengthen the active zone.

 Even distribution of the active material over the

length of the canister(s) because the socks do not
collapse or bunch up.

Lower canister
Detail showing how two canisters
are linked. Up to three canisters may
be suspended in line to lengthen the
active zone.

Detail showing the 4-in sock
protruding slightly from the top
of the canister.

O-SOX™ is a trademark of Durham Geo Slope Indicator. EHC-O™ is a trademark of Adventus Intellectual Property Inc.
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Comparative Rates of Oxygen Delivery and Costs

2-in x 3-ft O-SOX (pail with 5 socks*)

13 lb

TR-411

2-in Canister (stainless steel, reusable)

1.5 lb

TR-412

4-in x 3-ft O-SOX (pail with 3 socks*)

28 lb

700

TR-413

4-in Canister (stainless steel, reusable)

600

Accessories:

500

TR-416

Nylon-covered stainless-steel suspension cable
with swaged cable loop at one end (sold per ft)

TR-414

2-in Well Cap with Cable Restraint

0.6 lb

TR-415

4-in Well Cap with Cable Restraint

1.2 lb

602528

Pail Opener

0.5 lb

1000

MILLIGRAMS OF OXYGEN RELEASED / COST $

ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-410

EHC-O®
Competitor 1 (Calcium Peroxide)
Competitor 2 (Magnesium Peroxide)

900
800

400
300
200
100

3 lb

(*) Only sold in pail quantities.

0
0

10
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20

30
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50
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80

90

EHC-O™ O-Sox™ FAQs
1. What are the main differences between O-Sox and comparable
market alternatives? EHC-O O-SOX contains a well-buffered source
of controlled release oxygen plus inorganic nutrients (mainly nitrogen)
that can accelerate the biodegradation of various organic compounds
and enhance certain natural attenuation processes. In addition, the
O-SOX technology is a superbly well designed stainless steel canister
and sleeve system which greatly simplifies installation, removal and
replacement.
2. Do I need microbial inoculants? In most cases, the naturally occurring (indigenous) microorganisms are well adapted to the organic
constituents of interest and inoculants are not required.
3. What contaminants are amenable to O-Sox treatment? The rate
and extent of removal of all organic compounds that are biodegraded
under aerobic conditions are usually enhanced via the addition of
oxygen and inorganic nutrients. Petroleum-based aromatic (e.g.,
benzene, toluene, xylene, phenol) and aliphatic hydrocarbon mixtures
(e.g., gasoline, heating oil, Diesel fuel, jet fuel, kerosene) are primarily
targets; lightly chlorinated ethenes (vinyl chloride), MTBE, dioxane,
pentachlorophenol, and many other compounds are also potentially
amenable to O-Sox treatment.
4. How much do they cost? O-SOX cost about 25% less than market
alternatives.
5. Why should I use the O-Sox technology? It’s a better product. And
the superior design and ease of application will immediately translate
into greatly reduced field time and frustration = reduced project cost.
6. Is it easy to switch over to the O-Sox technology? Yes. EHC-O
has been accepted by many state regulatory authorities and it has
been employed throughout the USA and Europe.
7. How long do they last? O-SOX are typically replaced every 3 to
6 months. Various site-specific factors will influence the effective lifetime of the O-SOX cartridge; mainly i) constituent type and concentration, and ii) hydrogeological features (groundwater flow rate, Eh, pH,
temperature).
8. Do I need to install new wells? No. The O-SOX technology is
designed to fit into standard 2-inch and 4-inch diameter groundwater
monitoring wells. The canisters have a nominal outside diameter of
1.75 inches for the 2-inch size and 3.5-inches for the 4-inch size.
9. What is the oxygen delivery rate? The rated delivery is at least 15 lb
of oxygen per 100 lb of EHC-O, after 200 days.

Notes:
• Because O-SOX contains an oxidizing substance, it may be shipped
only by motor freight.
• O-SOX is non-returnable and non-refundable.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:
Active compound

Rated delivery
Sock
Canister

EHC-OTM calcium-peroxide based compound.
Contains inorganic nutrients and a buffering
agent .
At least 15 lb of oxygen delivered per 100 lb
of EHC-O product after 200 days.
non-woven polyethylene fabric, needle
punched.
Stainless steel, type 304, perforated.

Dimensions, Weight and Volume
Size for O-SOX sock (dry) and canister
Sock

Canister

2 in

1.5 in x 36 in approx.

1.75 in x 36 in approx.

4 in

3.0 in x 36 in approx.

3.5 in x 36 in approx.

2 in: 3 ft 4 in

4 in: 3 ft 6 in

Canister length*

*with suspension looploop and link extended
Total Ship. Volume
Pail

2 ft3

Note: pail only is 12-in dia. x 16-in H

2-in canister

0.34 ft3 (4 x 4 x 37 in)

4-in canister

0.77 ft3 (6 x 6 x 37 in)

Weights
Nominal weight per dry sock:
EHC-O content only

Full sock

2-in sock

1.75 lb

1.95 lb

4-in sock

7.25 lb

8.05 lb

Total Ship. Wt (dry)
Pail w/ five 2-in socks

13 lb

Pail w/ three 4-in socks

28 lb

2-in canister (empty)

1.5 lb

4-in canister (empty)

3 lb
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A-SOX™ The Easiest Deep Plume and Routine
Deployment of Integrated Carbon, ZVI and Nutrients
Affordable and effective socks
for stimulating anaerobic biodegradation in ground water wells.
Applications:
Stimulation of anaerobic biodegradation of groundwater
contaminants using EHC®. EHC is deployed in ground
water wells with the A-SOX™ delivery system. EHC is a
proprietary field-proven compound that contains a longterm source of controlled-release carbon, ZVI and nutrients. Exhausted socks are easily replaced with new ones
to continue treatment. Organic constituents amendable to
anaerobic biodegradation processes include:
• Chlorinated Solvents
• Energetics

Benefits of A-SOX™ Delivery System

• Pesticides / Herbicides

 All the field proven benefits of EHC.

Benefits of EHC®-A
 Significant cost savings due to ISCR approaches
that promote biotic, abiotic, thermodynamic and
chemical degradation mechanisms.

 Readily biodegradable H donor.
 Estimated longevity of 3 to 6 months.
 Unique mode of action does not require use of
specialty microorganisms.

 Substantial time savings in
the field.

 Reusable stainless steel

canisters are easy to insert
and retrieve from the well.
Recover the canister cost in
your first installation!

 Ease of determining the exact
depth at which the product is
deployed.

 Socks and canisters available for 2” and 4” wells.

Upper canister

 Up to three canisters may be suspended in-line to
lengthen the active zone.

 Even distribution of the active material over the

length of the canister(s) because the socks do not
collapse or bunch up.

Lower canister
Detail showing how two canisters
are linked. Up to three canisters may
be suspended in line to lengthen the
active zone.

Detail showing the 4-in sock
protruding slightly from the top
of the canister.

A-SOX™, EHC® and EHC®-A are trademarks of Adventus Intellectual Property Inc.
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EHC-A Treatment of Carbon Tetrachloride

EHC® A-SOX™ FAQs
1. What are the main application scenarios for A-SOX? The
A-SOX systems are most conducive to physically challenging situations where a readily biodegradable carbon source and reduced
iron are needed to induce in-situ chemical reductions (ISCR) of
targeted compounds. For example, A-SOX can be used in deep well
settings, PRBs that require routine amendment, and strategic placement into “problem” well locations.
2. What contaminants are amenable to A-SOX treatment? Chlorinated solvents, chlorinated pesticides, and energetics are the
primary targets.
3. How much do they cost? 2-inch A-SOX cost $120 and 4-inch
A-SOX cost $160. Volume discounts may apply.
4. Why should I use the A-SOX technology? It’s a better product
and the superior design and ease of application will immediately
translate into greatly reduced field time and frustration = reduced
project cost.
5. Is it easy to switch over to the A-SOX technology? Yes.
EHC-A has been accepted by numerous state regulatory authorities, and has been employed throughout the USA and Europe.
6. How long do they last? A-SOX generally have longevity of
approximately 250 days, but replacement on a longer or shorter
schedule can be optimized based on monitoring results. Various
site-specific factors will influence the effective lifetime of the A-SOX
cartridge; mainly i) constituent type and concentration, and ii) hydrogeological features (groundwater flow rate, Eh, pH, temperature).
7. Do I need to install new wells? No. The A-SOX technology is
designed to fit into standard 2-inch and 4-inch diameter groundwater monitoring wells. The canisters have a nominal outside diameter
of 1.75 inches for the 2-inch size and 3.5-inches for the 4-inch size.
8. Where are they primarily used? The EHC A-SOX can be used
in existing or newly-installed wells, either in natural or forced
gradient flow systems. For example, existing hotspot wells can be
treated, or deep, dilute, or fractured system plumes can be treated
by A-SOX placed within the capture zone of a groundwater recirculation well or other forced gradient system.

ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-419

2-in x 3-ft A-SOX (pail with 5 socks*)

13 lb

TR-411

2-in Canister (stainless steel, reusable)

1.5 lb

TR-418

4-in x 3-ft A-SOX (pail with 3 socks*)

28 lb

TR-413

4-in Canister (stainless steel, reusable)

3 lb

Accessories:
TR-416

Nylon-covered stainless-steel suspension cable
with swaged cable loop at one end (sold per ft)

TR-414

2-in Well Cap with Cable Restraint

0.6 lb

TR-415

4-in Well Cap with Cable Restraint

1.2 lb

602528

Pail Opener

0.5 lb

(*) Only sold in pail quantities.
Notes:
• A-SOX is non-returnable and non-refundable.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:
Active compound
Sock
Canister

EHC-A Contains organic carbon and
soluble FE + ZVI.
non-woven polyethylene fabric, needle
punched.
Stainless steel, type 304, perforated.

Dimensions, Weight and Volume
Size for A-SOX sock (dry) and canister
Sock

Canister

2 in

1.5 in x 36 in approx.

1.75 in x 36 in approx.

4 in

3.0 in x 36 in approx.

3.5 in x 36 in approx.

2 in: 3 ft 4 in

4 in: 3 ft 6 in

Canister length*

*with suspension loop and link extended
Total Ship. Volume
Pail

2 ft3

Note: pail only is 12-in dia. x 16-in H

2-in canister

0.34 ft

4-in canister

0.77 ft3 (6 x 6 x 37 in)

(4 x 4 x 37 in)

3

Weights
Nominal weight per dry sock:
EHC-A content only

Full sock

2-in sock

1.75 lb

1.95 lb

4-in sock

7.25 lb

8.05 lb

Total Ship. Wt (dry)
Pail w/ five 2-in socks

13 lb

Pail w/ three 4-in socks

28 lb

2-in canister (empty)

1.5 lb

4-in canister (empty)

3 lb
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SRX
Pneumatic Pumps
MVP R
Series

SRX R Pneumatic Pumps
The SRX pump is based on a simple, innovative design and built with field-proven components.
The result: a reliable pump to meet the demands of your remediation site.

Application

The SRX is an air-powered pump used to extract ground water or total fluids at variable rates equal to the well recharge
rates. The SRX is available in two sizes, 1.75 in OD or 3.5 in OD for use in 2-in and 4-in wells respectively. Pump flow
rates are up to 9.5 gpm. The SRX pump is available in a top-loading configuration for recovering total fluids or a bottomloading model with higher pumping rates for dissolved phase.

Better Value
• More Uptime:
- Reliable
- Simple Routine Maintenance
• Competitive Price
• Fewer Parts

Our 25 years of experience with pneumatic pumps has produced the SRX. We used proven components to build a product that is simple and has fewer parts. The result? Reliability
and effortless maintenance. It is so simple that, in minutes, the
complete pump (including air, exhaust and fluid discharge check
valves) can be disassembled with only one wrench.

Advantages

1. Advanced, positive-sealing air valves with built-in filtration.
2. Complete field disassembly with only one wrench.
3. Constructed with durable materials such as stainless steel,
brass, Buna-N®, Nylon® and Viton®.
4. Durable Syntatic float.
5. Light weight.

Operation

Top view of TR-974 and TR-978
top-loading pumps.

The SRX is installed to the desired drawdown level. It requires only three lines: air supply,
air exhaust and fluid discharge. Compressed air is supplied to the pump (generally 0.5 psi per foot of depth is sufficient). As
the liquid enters the pump, the internal float moves to the upper
(or “ON”) position. At that end point, the float opens the air valve. Air enters the pump, closes the bottom inlet check valve
(on bottom-loading versions), and pushes the fluid
(in the pump chamber) through the center discharge tube and all the way to
the surface. As the fluid is expelled from the vessel, the float returns to the
lower limit (or “OFF” position) at which point it closes the air inlet valve and
opens the air exhaust valve. As the pump fills under the fluid’s own static
pressure, air is vented through the exhaust port and the cycle is automatically
repeated based on the well recharge rate.

Loading Configurations

Top-loading (SRX-R TL) pumps are selected for pumping total fluids
(LNAPL and ground water simultaneously). Water table drawdown will be
maintained at a level corresponding to the top inlet of the pump. Pumps of
shorter lengths are available for lower drawdown requirements.
Bottom-loading pumps (SRX-R BL) are selected for dissolved phase or DNAPL
applications. When installing the pump, the head is positioned at a depth of
approximately 10 inches higher than the desired water table depression.

18

Top-loading pump, TR-974, disassembled.
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SRX R Pneumatic Pumps
MVP Pumps
Series
SRX R Pneumatic

Simply Reliable

4-inch
Top-loading pump

Air Valve Design — The advanced air valve design provides

a leak-tight seal. This is accomplished with a special Viton® ball 
on a stainless steel seat . The positive seal eliminates air leakage
that can increase the formation of precipitates at the pump head.
Assisted by an isolated magnet, the valve shifts positively, — every
time. This prevents stalling even in slow-filling situations. No adjustments are necessary with this valve assembly.

7

3

Air Valve Filtration — The air valve incorporates 330-mesh

stainless steel screens  to prevent debris from entering the ball/
seat sealing assembly, possibly causing the valve to malfunction.
On other pumps, when the air supply to the pump is turned off, the
float will activate the air valve and create a pathway through which
debris may enter the air valve and interfere with the proper seating
of the ball. This is not a concern with the SRX pump. Please note
that the 1.75 inch pump only has an air inlet filter assembly.

1

2

Easy Access — To make routine maintenance easier, the air

and exhaust valves on the SRX can be accessed from the top of
the pump by removing the air and exhaust hose barbs, eliminating
the need to disassemble the pump body.

3

4

Lightweight Control Rod — The lightweight control

rod  is a primary reason why the SRX does not stall. Less weight
translates into less force that is required to open the air valve. This
ensures a quick, positive opening every time. The control rod is
isolated from the energy that is created by the float movement , thereby
eliminating any stress on the rod.

5

Pump Disassembly — The SRX pump is designed to be completely
disassembled with just one wrench. Remove the
bolts from the bottom assembly, slide the body off
and remove two cotter pins to access the control
rod and float. Simple!

Screen Inlet — For cleaning bottom-load-

ing pumps, the screen is easily removed by
unthreading a single bolt. To protect the screen
from collapse, the screen assembly is supported
by an arch  at the bottom of the pump.
A threaded inlet screen  is standard on all toploading pumps to prevent debris from entering
through the top inlet.

6
Bottom-loading pump, TR-975, disassembled.
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SRX R Pneumatic Pumps

Ordering Information
Pump Construction
Stainless steel, Type 304: Pump body, discharge tube
Stainless steel, Type 303: Pump head, bottom intake valve,
assembly control rod, control linkage assembly
Brass: Hose and tubing barbs
Hydlar (Nylon/Kevlar composite): Control rod bushing
®

Nylon®: Discharge and top-loading check valve ball
Buna-N®: Botton intake check valve ball
Viton®: O-ring seals, air inlet ball valve
Syntatic Foam: Float
Neodymium Iron: Magnets
Red brass: Top intake casting

10

3

9

Flow Rate (GPM)

Flow Rate (GPM)

2 inch SRX Pump Performance
TR-977

2

4 inch SRX Pump Performance

1

TR-978

TR-975

8
7
6
5

TR-976

4
3

TR-974
2
0
10

20

40

60

80

100

120

1
10

140

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Pump Depth (ft)

Pump Depth (ft)

(Flow rates will be affected by the head above the pump as well as the length and I.D. of the air exhaust line.)

SELECTION TABLE FOR SRX REMEDIATION PUMPS
Model1

Nominal
Size
(in)

Pump
OD
(in)

Pump
Length
(in)

Volume per
Cycle2
(US gal)

TR-974

SRX-R TS
(short)

4.0

3.5

39.0

0.2

39.0

16.6

5.5

Yes

TR-975K

SRX-R BL

4.0

3.5

46.2

0.4

29.1

16.7

9.5

Yes

TR-976

SRX-R TL

4.0

3.5

44.5

0.4

44.5

18.0

7.6

Yes

TR-977

SRX-R BL

2.0

1.75

44.0

0.12

29.3

4.0

2.9

Yes*

TR-978

SRX-R TL

2.0

1.75

43.5

0.12

43.5

4.2

1.8

Yes*

Part
Number

Min.
Pump
Max.
Submergence Weight Flow Rate3
(in)
(lb)
(gpm)

Air
Valve
Filtration

1 SRX-R TS = top-loading, short, SRX-R BL = bottom-loading, SRX-R TL = top-loading.
2 Volume per pump cycle will vary slightly depending on air pressure supplied to pump, depth of well, etc.
3 Maximum flow rates can vary due to air pressure supplied to pump, depth of well, etc. For assistance, contact DGSI.
* SRX-R inlet filter only.
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Accessories
Standard Hose Assembly

(TR-777 for 4-in pumps, TR-77701 for 2-in pumps)
Sold per foot.
Stainless steel suspension cable (918705). Sold per foot.
Cable clamps (602850).

TR-777 Standard Hose Assembly for 4-inch pumps
Line
I.D. (in) O.D. (in) Pressure* (PSI)
Air-in
.170
1/4
300
Air exhaust
3/8
5/8
250
Fluid discharge
3/4
1-1/16
250
TR-77701 Standard Hose Assembly for 2-inch pumps
Line
I.D. (in) O.D. (in) Pressure* (PSI)
Air-in
.170
1/4
300
Air exhaust
1/4
3/8
175
Fluid discharge
1/2
13/16
250
*Maximum Pressure @ 68 °F

Material
®
Nylon
Buna-N
Buna-N
Material
®
Nylon
®
Nylon
Buna-N

Pulse Counter

(TR-77804 with fittings) (TR-77802 without fittings)
Used to determine the total flow of the SRX pump. The
compact and robust counter is installed in the air supply line at the well head. As the pump cycles, the counter
senses the drop in air pressure that indicates the pump
has cycled. The number of cycles is multiplied by the internal volume of the specific pump you are using to calculate
the flow rate. The counter body can be disassembled for
cleaning.

TR-77804.(R) Fittings kit supplied with TR-77804.
TR-77804 Pulse Counter (with fittings kit)

1 lb

TR-77802 Pulse Counter (without fittings)

1 lb

Materials

Dimensions

Filter/Regulator

Delrin body and piston, 304 stainless steel spring,
Nylon set screw, plated steel end fittings, Neodymium iron magnets (2) and polycarbonate counter
1.5 in dia. x 4.75 in

TR-77803 Filter/Regulator with Fittings Kit

(TR-77803)
Used to supply proper air
pressure to the SRX pump
and optimize air consumption. It should be installed at
the well head and includes a
5-micron filter, various fittings
and mounting brackets to
meet most requirements.

2 lb

Range

0 - 125 psi (Max. 150 psi)

Fittings

Brackets, tube and hose fittings are included
for SRX installations and DGSI well seals.
Some assembly required.

Capacity

Less than 1 psi pressure drop while passing
20 scfm at 100 psig.

603538
Dimensions

Particulate filter replacement
10.3 in X 2.48 in

TR-77803, Filter/Regulator.
(R) Fittings kit provided with TR-77803.

Flow Valve

(TR-698)
Used when lower flow rates are required.
Once installed on the exhaust line of an
SRX series pump, the user will be able to restrict
air exhaust to regulate the fill time of the pump.
May be used with or without well clinchers.

TR-698 Flow Valve
Pressure
Size

1 lb

0 - 100 psi
3/8-in ID barbed fitting x 3/8-in npt fitting

TR-698

Optimize the SRX pump performance

The two primary factors that influence the flow rate of the SRX are the liquid or head above the pump and the ability to
quickly remove the air from the pump. Exhausting the air is especially important on deeper installations where the air is
vented to the surface. It may be necessary to increase the size of the exhaust line.
In other applications, it may be desirable to reduce the flow rate of the SRX pump. This is accomplished by restricting the
rate at which the air is allowed to escape from the pump. The slower the air flows out, the slower the pump will fill. DGSI
offers the flow control kit (TR-698) to adjust the fluid discharge rate.
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SRX R Pneumatic Pumps

Well Seals
DGSI well seals provide an easy method for connecting fluid and air lines
to simplify installations. Strain relief seals isolate the individual DGSI tubing sizes used on the SRX pumps and are vacuum rated.
The well seals are attached to the casing, sealing them to the diameter of
the well casing with a Fernco™-type flexible coupling. Additional threaded
openings through the seals are provided for fluid level monitoring.
Eyehook included for attaching pump support cable.
Note: The Nylon Bundled Tubing Assembly, (TR-794) is not compatible with
the well seals described on this page. If well seals are needed for your application, contact DGSI.

4-inch well seal, TR-27302

Well Seals Construction

2-inch well seal, TR-27301

Fernco-type seal: Neoprene rubber, stainless steel hose clamps
Eyelet for pump construction: Type 304 stainless steel
Compression seals for hoses and tubing: Nylon® and neoprene rubber
Pipe plugs: Nylon®
Hardware misc.: 18-8 stainless steel
Top seal plate: Gray PVC

How to spec your well seal: Select part numbers from the following groups as needed.

Top of discharge hose seal

Top of discharge hose seal

3⅝ in

5⅝ in

TR-27301

TR-27302

2 in Well Seal Assembly

4 in Well Seal Assembly

TR-27301

TR-27302

Top of
casing

Top of
casing
2 in.

Cutaway illustration of TR-27301.
Cutaway illustration of TR-27302,
TR-27303 and TR-27304.
TR-27303

22

TR-27304

6 in Well Seal Assembly

8 in Well Seal Assembly

TR-27303

TR-27304
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SRX LP Pneumatic Pumps
The SRX LP is a proven landfill pump based on a simple, innovative design and built with field-tested components. The
result: a reliable pump to meet the harsh landfill environment

Application

The SRX LP is an air-powered pump used to extract leachate or gas condensate at variable rates equal to the well recharge rate. Pump flow rates are up to 9.5 gpm and operating temperatures up to 250 °F.

Better Value
• More Uptime:
- Reliable
- Simple Routine Maintenance
• Competitive Price
• Fewer Parts

Our 25 years of experience with pneumatic landfill pumps has
produced the SRX LP. We used proven components from our
successful MVP landfill pump to build a product that is simple
and has few parts. The result? Reliability and effortless maintenance. It is so simple that, in minutes, the complete pump
(including air, exhaust and fluid discharge check valves) can be
disassembled with only one wrench.

Advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Advanced, positive-sealing air valves with built-in filtration.
Tolerance for high temperatures.
Complete field disassembly with only one wrench.
All stainless-steel body.
Domed bottom to prevent hang-ups during installation.
Durable Syntactic foam float.
Light weight.

Operation

Top view of TR-974 and TR-978
top-loading pumps.

The SRX LP is installed to the desired drawdown level. It requires only three lines: air supply, air exhaust and fluid discharge. Compressed air is supplied to the pump (generally 0.5 psi per foot of depth is sufficient). As the liquid enters the
bottom of the pump, the internal float moves to the upper
(or “ON”) position. At that end point, the float opens the air valve. Air enters the pump, closes the bottom inlet check valve,
and pushes the fluid (in the pump chamber) through the center discharge tube and all the way to the surface. As the fluid is
expelled from the vessel, the float returns to the lower limit (or “OFF” position) at which point it closes the air inlet valve and
opens the air exhaust valve. As the pump fills under the fluid’s own static pressure, air is vented through the exhaust port
and the cycle is automatically repeated based on the well recharge rate.
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Simply Reliable

Note: Barbed quick connect fittings are sold
separately. Select proper fittings kit at time of
purchase.

Air Valve Design — The advanced air valve de-

sign provides a leak-tight seal. This is accomplished
with a special Viton® ball  on a stainless steel seat
. The positive seal eliminates air leakage that can
increase the formation of precipitates at the pump
head. Assisted by an isolated high temp magnet, the
valve shifts positively, — every time. This prevents
stalling even in slow-filling situations. No adjustments
are necessary with this valve assembly.

3

Air Valve Filtration — The air valve incorporates

330-mesh stainless steel screens  to prevent debris
from entering the ball/seat sealing assembly, possibly
causing the valve to malfunction. On other pumps, when
the air supply to the pump is turned off, the float will
activate the air valve and create a pathway through which
debris may enter the air valve and interfere with the proper
seating of the ball. This is not a concern with the SRX LP
pump.

1
2
3

4

Easy Access — To make routine maintenance easier,

the air and exhaust valves on the SRX LP can be accessed
from the top of the pump without disassembling the body.
In addition, the internal valve assemblies can be accessed
by removing the hose barbs.

5

Lightweight Control Rod — The lightweight control
rod  is a primary reason why the SRX LP does
not stall. Less weight translates into less force to
open the air valve. This ensures a quick, positive
opening every time. The control rod is isolated
from the energy that is created by the float movement , therefore eliminating any stress on the
rod.

Pump Disassembly — The SRX LP pump is
designed to be completely disassembled with just
one wrench. Remove three bolts from the bottom
assembly, slide the body off and remove two cotter pins to fully disassemble the pump. Simple!

Screen Inlet — The domed

7

bottom inlet screen  assists in
guiding the pump during installation. The arch  located within the
domed bottom helps protect the
screen from collapse. For cleaning, the domed bottom inlet screen
is easily removed by unthreading
a single bolt.

24
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Ordering Information
SELECTION TABLE FOR SRX LEACHATE PUMPS
Part
Number

Model

TR-970

SRX LP

TR-970T

SRX LPT

TR-971

SRX LPS

Pump
OD
(in)

Pump
Length
(in)

Volume per
Cycle¹
(US gal)

Min.
Submergence
(in)

3.5

33

Pump
Weight
(lb)

Max.
Flow Rate²
(gpm)

39

0.4

47.5

0.4

29.1

17.5

9.5

29.1

18.0

7.6

0.2

23.1

16.9

7.5

Air
Valve
Filtration
Yes

1) Volume per pump cycle will vary slightly depending on air pressure supplied to pump, depth of well, etc.
2) Maximum flow rates can vary due to air pressure supplied to pump, depth of well, etc. For assistance, contact DGSI.

Quick Connection Fittings Kits
Air In

Part
Number

Thread¹

Barb²
O.D.

604068

1/4 in

6o4069

1/4 in

Air Exhaust
Barb³
O.D.

Thread¹

Barb²
O.D.

1/4 in

0.281 in

1/4 in

3/8 in

0.406 in

1/4 in

(actual)

Fluid Discharge
Barb³
O.D.

Thread¹

3/8 in

0.406 in

1 in

1 in

1.090 in

1/2 in

0.531 in

1 in

3/4 in

0.790 in

(actual)

1) All threaded ends are MNPT (Male National Pipe Thread).
2) All barbed ends are measured on the O.D. (outer diameter) of the barb.
3) All barbed tolerances are +/- 0.010 inches.
4) Includes 304 stainless steel bushing, ¾ x 1 in.

Barb³
O.D.

Barb²
O.D.

(actual)

Barb

Pump Construction

Stainless steel, Type 304: Pump body, discharge tube
Stainless steel, Type 303: Pump head, bottom intake valve,
assembly control rod, control linkage assembly
Stainless steel, Type 316: Hose and tubing barbs

Hydlar (Nylon/Kevlar® composite):
Nylon®:
Buna-N®:
Viton®:
Syntactic foam:
Neodymium Iron:

SRX LP Pump Performance

Optimize Pump Performance

10

The two primary factors that influence the flow
rate of the SRX LP are the liquid or head above
the pump and the ability to quickly remove the air
from the pump. Exhausting the air is especially
important on deeper installations where the air
is vented to the surface. It may be necessary to
increase the size of the exhaust line.

Flow Rate (GPM)

9
8

TR-970

7
6
5
4
3

TR-971

2
1
10

20

40

60

80

100

Thread

Control rod bushing
Discharge check valve ball
Intake check valve ball
O-ring seals, air inlet ball valve
Float
High temperature magnets (250 °F)

120

140

Pump Depth (ft)

(Flow rates will be affected by the head above the pump.)
(Max. air consumption is 1 cfm @ 100 psi per gallon per minute.)

In other applications, it may be desirable to
reduce the flow rate of the SRX LP pump. This
is accomplished by restricting the rate at which
the air is allowed to escape from the pump. The
slower the air flows out, the slower the pump will
fill. DGSI offers the flow control kit (TR-281) to
adjust the fluid discharge rate.
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Accessories
Nylon® Bundled Tubing Assembly (TR-794)
Consists of three Nylon-12 lines bundled in a
Nylon-12 sheath for convenience. The line sizes
are 1 in, 3/8 in, and ¼ in. Sold per foot.
Stainless steel suspension cable (918705) also
available. Sold per foot. Cut to custome lengths,
TR-79401.

TR-794 Nylon Bundled Tubing Assembly, (1, 3/8, 1/4 in)
Line
Air-in
Air exhaust
Fluid discharge

O.D. (in)
0.375
0.500
1.170

Pressure* (PSI)
700
500
250

*Working Pressure @ 68 °F

TR-794

Pulse Counter (TR-77804 w/ fittings) (TR-77802 w/o fittings)

I.D. (in)
0.250
0.375
1

TR-77804 Pulse Counter (with fittings)

1 lb

TR-77802 Pulse Counter (without fittings)
1 lb
Used to determine the total
Materials Delrin body and piston, 304 stainless steel spring,
flow of the SRX LP pump.
Nylon set screw, plated steel end fittings, Neodymium
The compact and robust
iron magnets (2) and polycarbonate counter.
counter is installed in the air
Dimensions 1.5 in dia. X 4.75 in
supply line at the well head.
TR-77804
As the pump cycles, the
counter senses the drop in air pressure that indicates the pump has cycled. The number of cycles is multiplied by
the internal volume of the specific pump you are using to calculate the flow rate. The counter body can be disassembled for service, but cannot be reset. Available with or without ¼-in NPT fittings.

Filter/Regulator (TR-77803)

TR-77803 Filter/Regulator
2 lb
Range 0 - 125 psi (Max. 150 psi)
Fittings Brackets, tube and hose fittings are included
for SRX LP installations and DGSI well seals.
Some assembly required.
Capacity Less than 1 psi pressure drop while passing
20 scfm at 100 psig.
603538 Particulate filter replacement

Supplies proper air pressure to the
SRX LP pump and optimizes air consumption. Should be installed at the
well head. Includes a 5-micron filter,
various fittings and mounting brackets
to meet most requirements.

Dimensions 10.3 in X 2.48 in

Well Head Module (TR-80810)

TR-77803, Filter/Regulator.
(R) Fittings kit provided with TR-77803.

The well head module is a NEMA 4
weather-resistant enclosure that protects instrumentation from harsh site conditions. The seethrough window allows viewing the optional Pulse
Counter, Filter/Regulator, liquid level gauge and
vacuum/gas flow from the well. The module allows quick reading of the number of pump cycles
and liquid level in the well from one location
without accessing the well head. Options include
extracted gas flow and velocity.

Equalization Exhaust (“E”) Valve (TR-697)

TR-80810 Well Head Module
8 lb
Range 0 - 125 psi (Max. 150 psi)
Fittings ⅜ in hose barbs and push-to-connect
Liquid Level 0 - 100 in (other pressures available)
Dimensions 14¾ h X 12¾ w X 6½ d
TR-808 Well Head Module with Pulse Counter
and Filter Regulator.
TR-80810
Well Head Module shown
with optional accessories

The Equalization Exhaust Valve (“E” Valve for short)
maintains the standard activation level in wells that
have high vacuum stress applied to them. The
“E”-valve is placed inside the casing below the well TR-697
seal but above the highest anticipated liquid level.
For more information go to www.landfill-pumps.com/valve.

TR-697 Equalization Exhaust “E”-Valve
1 lb
Material Stainless steel
Range 0 - 125 psi (Max. 150 psi)
Fittings ½ in O.D. push-to-connect

Cleaning Kit (TR-979)

The cleaning kit comprises of 2 round, stainless steel brushes sized for the I.D. of the pump body and the I.D. of the
pump float. Includes an interchangeable fiberglass handle that fits both brushes. Kit also includes 2 hand brushes
with stainless steel brissles sized for cleaning the internal parts of the SRX LP pump.
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Well Seals
DGSI manufactures a comprehensive line of well head seals for landfill leachate and gas condensate wells. These well seals provide an
easy method for connecting fluid and air lines, simplifying installation.
Standard well seals are available for wells with liquid only or gas and
liquid removal. Strain relief seals isolate the individual DGSI tubing
sizes used on the SRX LP pumps.
The well seals are attached to the casing by mating flanges or by
sealing them to the diameter of the well casing with a Fernco™-type
flexible coupling. Additional threaded openings through the seals are
provided for fluid level, pressure and/or temperature measurement.
Both fluid and air supply lines attach via quick-connect fittings and feature isolation valves that allow for easy pump servicing.

Well Seal (TR-272) with Air-In and Fluid-Out kit (TR-274).

Well seal accessories include an air-in/fluid-out kit, manifold flanges, pump exhaust diversion kit and pump flow control kit.
Each well seal assembly includes hose clamps for attaching bundled Nylon tubing to an SRX LP pump and cable clips for
securing the stainless steel cable that supports the pump. Pulse counters not included with well seals.

How to spec your well seal: Select part numbers from the following groups as needed.
Landfill Seal Flanges

Air In/Fluid Out Kit

TR-27601

6-in Flange

TR-274

TR-27602

8-in Flange

TR-27603

10-in Flange

Air In/Fluid Out Kit

TR-27601
Landfill Seal Flange, Universal
TR-27605 8-in Flange w/ Methane Extraction

TR-27605

Allows the use of 2 and 3 inch Iron Pipe Size
(IPS) velocity pipes. Can be used on 6 inch
casing with proper reducer.

TR-274

Landfill Seal Plugs

Air In Kit Only

TR-272

4-in Plug

TR-274A

TR-271

6-in Plug

TR-270

8-in Plug
TR-274A

TR-272
Landfill Seal Plugs, Universal

TR-27005

TR-27501

Air In Kit Only

TR-27005

8-in Plug w/ Methane Extraction

TR-27006

6-in Plug w/ Methane Extraction

Allows the use of 2 and 3 inch Iron Pipe Size
(IPS) velocity pipes. Can be used on 6 inch
casing with proper reducer.

Accessory Item
TR-281

Exhaust Restrictor Kit

TR-281

Manifold Flange Kit

Accessory Item

TR-27501

2-in Air in/Fluid Out Manifold

TR-280

TR-27502

3-in Air In/Fluid Out Manifold

TR-27503

4-in Air In/Fluid Out Manifold

Exhaust Diverter Kit

TR-280

Note: To view detailed information on the above listed parts, visit
www.landfill-pumps.com
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SolarRem™

Solar-Powered Remediation System
Application

The SolarRem system can be configured for the following applications:


LNAPL recovery



DNAPL recovery



Gas condensate recovery



Groundwater pumping



Air sparging

Description
■ NEMA 4 control panel with PLC
■ 7.5 gallon receiver tank
■ One 100 W solar panel
■ 105 Ah AGM battery
■ Tank full shut-off
SolarRem™ is a patented solarpowered air compressor which
can be configured to run various
pneumatic pumps or used for
air sparging. These pump assemblies are optional. Because
it uses the sun’s energy — a
renewable resource — as the
only power source necessary
to operate recovery pumps, the
SolarRem™ system is particularly friendly to the environment.
Installation Advantage

SolarNAPL System (TR-51600)
The SolarNAPL System is configured to provide an air
source to power the optional F.A.P. Plus™ pump skimming system for product recovery. The system uses a
solar panel to charge the special AGM deep cycle battery
specially designed for use in solar applications. The battery powers the internal DC compressor. The control panel
includes a PLC allowing the operator to set system On/Off
times consistent with the air requirements of the pump. The
On/Off times are user defined and based on the amount of
product to recover, the well’s recovery rate, and the F.A.P.
Plus’ pumping rate of approximately 0.18 gpm.
The standard SolarNAPL will recover between 15 to 25 gallons of product per day depending on its location. Systems
are designed based on hours of sunlight. Additional solar
panels and batteries may be required to achieve optimum
performance for your specific site. Contact Durham Geo
Slope Indicator for recommendations on solar panels and
battery ampere-hour capabilities for your
site.
Tech Tip: The SolarNAPL control panel is not rated for use in XP areas. For
application such as inside tank farm
berms, the units can be pole mounted
above the XP area.
The standard SolarNAPL System includes
the NEMA 4 control panel, a 7.5 gallon
air receiver tank, one 100 W solar panel,
a 105 A•h Advanced Glass Matte (AGM)
battery and the Tank Full shut-off. The
Tank Full shut-off turns the air supply to
the pumping system off when the product tank is full. The F.A.P. Plus™ Pump
(TR-516), skimmer (TR‑517), solar panel
mounting pole (TR‑51613) and the bracket
(TR‑51615) must be purchased separately.

SolarRem™ systems are predesigned, compact, easy to
install and operate. They can be
installed and operated at remote
sites quickly without the need for SolarNAPL, TR-51600, in field application.
Recovery drum and accessories not included.
an external power source. This
Tech Tip: The SolarNAPL System can
minimizes construction costs and
be configured to operate multiple F.A.P.
saves time and coordination efforts while
Plus™ Skimming Pumps and can be
avoiding costly delays. These advantages are particularly
trailer mounted for greater on-site mobility.
meaningful during installation on tank farms where costly
trenching and the process of identifying underground lines
are avoided.
Download data sheets, manuals and technical
notes from www.SolarRem.com

SolarRem™ is a registered trademark of the SolarRem Corporation
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SolarSparge

SolarSPARGE System (TR-51680)
This system can also be configured with a high flow, low
pressure air compressor for air sparging applications. The
standard SolarSPARGE system will produce 0.79 cfm at
25 psi. In a typical application, the system will produce
160 ft³/day of air flow for a 20 ft water column (20 psi). The
solar panel and batteries will be sized according to your
location and air flow requirements. At a minimum, we use
the 100 W solar panel and 105 A•h battery. The 1/6 hp air
compressor produces 0.20 cfm at 20 psi. The NEMA 4 control panel allows the user to select air flow and times.
SPECIFICATIONS for SolarRem™ SolarNAPL
Compressor Pump Type

Piston Pump

Max.. Rated Pressure

100 psi

Operating Flow Rate

0.79 scfm at 0 psi
0.24 scfm at 100 psi

Oper. Pressure Range

25 - 100 psi

Hysteresis (Dead Band)

20%

Air Connection Line

PushLock© fittings.

Housing Type

NEMA 4 metal box

Air Receiver Tank Capacity

7.5 gal

Battery

105 A•h
Advanced Glass Matte (AGM)

Capacity
Type

Solar Panel Capacity

110-120 W

Dimensions (W x H x D)
Compressor Assembly
Solar Panel

28 x 36 x 15 in
59 x 29 x 2 in

Battery w/ case 14.5 x 17 x 14 in
Weight

Total

210 lb

Compressor Assembly

105 lb

Solar Panel

30 lb

Battery w/ case 75 lb
Ship. Volume

9 ft³

ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-51600

SolarNAPL Control System.

210 lb

Supplemental Items (if required):
TR-51610

Solar Panel, 100 Watt

TR-51611

Solar System Battery, 12 V, 105 Ah, AGM type

TR-51612

Solar System Battery, 12 V, 200 Ah, AGM type

TR-51613

Solar Panel Mounting Pole, Single

TR-51615

Solar Panel Bracket

Related Items:
TR-516

F.A.P. Plus™ Pump

TR-517

F.A.P. Plus™ 36" Travel Skimmer

TR-70410

4” High Viscosity Density Rod Skimmer (30” travel)
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Mini Bladder Pumps

LOW FLOW SAMPLING
Mini Bladder Pumps (MBP)
Specifically Designed for Low Flow Sampling

Tech Tip: In portable applications, the pump is
easily decontaminated by submersing it in a cleaning solution such as Alconox®. Then the pump is
cycled to circulate the solution through the internal
components. This method avoids the need to
replace bladders after each use.

Application


Low-flow ground water purging and sampling



1/2 in and larger-diameter schedule 40 wells

pump. The annular space is pressurized using the controller and the liquid is gently lifted to surface. All pumps can
be supplied contaminant free.

Description
The MBP pumps consist of:
■ PVC or SS outer body
■ Teflon bladder
■ ½, ¾, 1, 1.3 and 1.66 in dia.

The pneumatic Mini Bladder
Pumps are designed to obtain
a representative ground water
sample with the assistance of a
controller to provide variable flow
rates. The controller allows the
user to match the pumping rate
to the well recharge rate, limiting
the stress on the formation. With
the small volume per cycle, the
fluid velocity at the pump inlet is
substantially reduced, making the
pumps ideal for low flow sampling.
The high efficiency design enables
pump rates from 5 mL to nearly
2 L/min when used with one of our
Precision Dual Range Controllers.





The 1.66 in diameter pump will
produce flow rates up to 2 gpm.
Models for wells down to ½ in and depths

to 400 ft. Stainless Steel or PVC.

Tech Tip: The amount of
pump submergence
will affect the pump
Selection
flow rate. Pump
curves were deType
veloped with 10 ft
Reference
submergence.
The bottom inlet of the
pump is positioned at the
desired sampling point,
generally at the mid section of the well screen.
The inner Teflon® bladder
will fill with fluid based on
the submergence of the

30

Table

Flow Rates on Page 34

Dedicated assemblies can be supplied
to reduce cross contamination, well disturbance and facilitate installation. The
pump, tubing and well cap assemblies
are plastic bagged and each assembly is
identified with your well ID number and
the well depth.

Contaminant-Free Certification
Upon request, ground water sampling pumps may
be supplied as certified to be contaminant free. The
rinse water from the equipment is analyzed by one
or all of the following methods by an independent
and accredited laboratory.
EPA Method 624 (Purgeable Aromatics)
EPA Method 625 (Base/Neutral Extractables)

* Depths over 250 ft require the use of a drop tube (TR-041)

Stainless Steel





PVC







Diameter

1/2 in

3/4 in

1 in

11.3 in

1.66 in

Body Length (nom.)

118 in

18 in

18 in

1414 in

20 in

Stroke Volume

20 mℓ

51 mℓ

95 mℓ

135 mℓn

175 mℓn

Max.. Lift

100 ft

150 ft

150 ft

150 ft

200 ft*

Tubing Size

1/4 x 1/4 in

1/4 x 1/4 in

1/4 x 1/4 in

1/4 x 1/4 in

1/4 x 3/8 in

Weight

12 oz

12 oz

18 oz

14 oz

2 lb

Materials
Part Number

Body: 304 Stainless Steel. Bladder: flexible Teflon
TR-042

TR-037

®

Body: PVC. Bladder: Teflon®

TR-035

www.durhamgeo.com  solutions@durhamgeo.com  Tel: 1-800-837-0864
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Pump Flow Characteristics
for Mini Bladder Pumps (MBP)

Maximum Rated Flow Rates (mℓ/min)
Part Nr.

TR-042**

TR-037*

TR-035*

TR-070*

TR-071*

O.D.

1/2 in

3/4 in

1 in

1.3 in

1.66 in

0 ft

460

1500

1800

1400

2000

50 ft

240

600

750

600

1500

100 ft

100

300

500

300

800

150 ft

40

130

200

130

400

Well
Depth

* 100 psi, 8 ft submergence, with ¼ in ID air and ¼ in ID discharge tubing. Flow at
any depth depends on tubing diameter, length and free discharge to atmosphere.
** Same as above but with with 0.096 in ID air and ⅛ in ID discharge tubing.
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Sample Plus™

Precision Dual Range Controllers
Precision Dual Range
Controllers allow precise
control of the cycle time
and the air pressure supplied to the bladder pump.
This degree of control
makes it easy to obtain a
repeatable sample. Two
independent air pressure
regulators with gauges
TR-03210 Compressor/Controller
are provided to allow precise control of the applied
pressure in ranges of 2-50 psig and 5-100 psig. The encapsulated timer module provides accurate, independent timing of
the pressure and exhaust cycles from 0.1 to 10 seconds.
The standard controller has no compressor and requires an
external air source. Alternatively and for convenience, we offer
a compressor/controller with a built-in, DC powered compressor. This unit is designed for use in wells with depths of 50 ft
or less. An external air source can be used for deeper applications.
Both Controllers are powered by an internal lead acid gel cell
battery. The standard controller (without compressor) will operate continuously for approximately 2-3 days. The controller with
built-in compressor will operate continuously for approximately
1½ hours on a fully charged battery. The use of an external
12 V marine battery is recommended for longer operating periods. Includes 110 V (ac) charger and 12 V auto adapter.
ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-032

Precision Dual Range Controller

TR-03210 Precision Dual Range Controller w/ Built-in Compressor

Tubing, Cable
For a comprehensive selection table, see page 19.
ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-033

1/4 in Teflon-Lined Poly x 1/4 in Poly Bonded Tubing

TR-034

1/4 in Poly x 3/8 in Teflon®-Lined Bonded Tubing

TR-030

Poly Tubing, 1/4 in Bonded to 1/2 in Teflon® Lined

TR-025

1/4 in Poly x 1/4 in Poly Bonded Tubing

TR-031

1/4 in Teflon-Lined Polyethylene Tubing

TR-023

3/8 in Teflon-Lined Polyethylene Tubing

TR-027

2 in Well Head Ass'y for Bladder Pumps

TR-028

4 in Well Head Ass'y for Bladder Pumps

TR-029

6 in Well Head Ass'y for Bladder Pumps

918702

Nylon®-Coated Stainless Steel Cable

TR-038

Freeze Protection Kit for Mini Bladder Pump

TR-041

Drop Tube Kit

32
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DC Purging Pump
Economical submersible pump

Section
1

GROUND WATER PURGING

Ground Water Purging and Development

Arch Pneumatic Pump™
Application

Application
Purging, sampling and developing wells to a
depth of 60 ft

The DC Purging Pump
provides an easy-to-use,
high-quality and economical
solution for purging and
developing wells to a depth
of 60 ft. Two models are
offered. The Single Pump
(TR-040) can deliver 5 gpm
at ground level (zero head)
TR-040
and pump water at depths
of up to 45 ft. The Tandem
Pump (TR-060) can pump
from depths of up to 60 ft. The pumps require between 8 and
14 V to operate and will achieve maximum flow at 14 V.
ORDERING INFORMATION
TR-040

Single DC Purging Pump with 50 ft of Cable

TR-060

Tandem DC Purging Pump with 65 ft of Cable

Accessory
TR-207

Developing 2 in and larger wells

This pump will produce flow rates up to 2.5 gpm
and can be used as a surge block by moving the
pump up and down while pumping. The simplicity of the pump results in excellent performance
when used in silty well conditions. The pump
design provides easy component access, consisting of a stainless steel pump body and head,
a Buna-N bottom check valve and a stainless
steel fluid discharge line with a check valve.

1.5 lb
3 lb

Pneumatic Arch Pump™ Controller
The Arch Pump Controller is used to set the intake and discharge times that regulate the pumping rate. The
controller must be supplied with
clean dry air at a maximum pressure of 40 psi. A filter regulator
is used to optimize air pressure.
It should be ordered separately.
An optional Quick Exhaust Valve
produces higher flow rates in
deep applications.

Cigarette Lighter Assembly
ORDERING INFORMATION

TR-747

Coalescing Filter Assembly with Regulator

TR-755

3/8 in Quick Exhaust Valve

TR-736

1/2 in O.D. Polyethylene Tubing (Sold per ft)

TR-603

Repair Kit (Includes check balls and "O" rings

(psi)
100

184.6

80

138.4

60

92.3

40

46.1

20

0

0

Pp=100

Pp=80

(feet)
230.7

5 lb

Pp=100

Arch Pump™, 1.65 x 32 in with ⅜ in fittings
Arch Pump™ Pneumatic Controller

Pp=60

Pp=80

Pp=60

Pp=40

Download datasheets, manuals, and
technical notes from www.durhamgeo.com

TR-602
TR-600

Total Dynamic Head





Pp=40

0

1

2

Flow Rate (gpm) / Gas Consumption (scfm)

3

Pump Volume = 0.2166 U.S. Gallons
Pp = Operating Pump Pressure (psi)
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TUBING, HOSE AND CABLE
DGSI supplies an extensive range of tubing and hose for use with our remediation, ground water sampling and well development pumps. Tubing and hose are used for the fluid discharge and air supply lines. It is very important to insure chemical compatibility with the fluids that will be pumped. When distinguishing between tubing and hose, it is important to note
the following: When selecting tubing or hose, it is important to accommodate for the friction losses that will occur based on
the lengths being used.
Tech Tip: Tubing is measured by the O.D.; Hose is measured by the I.
SELECTION TABLE FOR TUBING, HOSE AND SUSPENSION CABLE
Part Nr.

Description

Used With Following Pumps

Application

Max.. Pressure

TUBING
TR-737

1/2 in ID X 5/8 in OD Polyethylene Tubing

D-16/SS16, D-25 Inertia

Air Supply

TR-736

3/8 in ID X 1/2 in OD Polyethylene Tubing

Arch Pump
D-13 Inertia

Air Supply
Fluid Discharge

TR-735

0.17 in ID x 1/4 in OD Polyethylene Tubing

F.A.P. Plus™, MVP,
Evacuator Logic

Down Well Air Supply

601614

1/8” O.D. x .095 I.D. Nylon®

1/2 in. Mini Bladder

Air Supply

601615

3/16” x .125 I.D. Teflon®

1/2 in. Mini Bladder

Discharge

TR-031

0.17 in ID x 1/4 in OD Teflon -lined Poly Tubing

Mini Bladder (> 1/2 in)

Fluid Discharge

TR-033

0.17 in ID x 1/4 in OD Teflon®-lined Poly Tubing x
1/4 in OD Poly Bonded

Mini Bladder (> 1/2 in)

Air Supply
Fluid Discharge

TR-034

1/4 in Poly x 3/8 in Teflon®-Lined Bonded Tubing

Mini Bladder

Air Supply
Fluid Discharge

TR-023

3/8” OD Teflon®-lined Poly Tubing

Mini Bladder

Drop Tube

TR-025

0.17 in ID x 1/4 in OD Dual Bonded Poly Tubing

Mini Bladder

Air Supply,
Fluid Discharge

TR-030

3/8 in ID x 1/2 in OD Teflon®-lined Poly Bonded to
0.17 in ID x 1/4 in OD Poly Tubing

Standard Bladder

Air Supply,
Fluid Discharge

TR-0300

3/8 in ID x 1/2 OD Teflon®-lined Poly Tubing

Standard Bladder

Discharge

TR-743

1 in ID Buna-N® Hose

MVP

Fluid Discharge

300 psi

TR-733

3/4 in ID Buna-N® Hose

MVP

Fluid Discharge

250 psi

TR-734

3/8 in ID Buna-N Hose

F.A.P. Plus™
MVP

Fluid Discharge and/or
Air Supply; Air Exhaust

250 psi

TR-732

1/2 in ID Buna-N® Hose

F.A.P. Plus™

Fluid Discharge and/or
Air Supply

200 psi

918702

Nylon®-Covered Stainless Steel Stranded Cable

®

200 psi

HOSE

®

SUSPENSION CABLE
Safety Suspension Cable for Pumps in Down Well Applications

Download datasheets, manuals, and
technical notes from www.durhamgeo.com
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Hand Augers

Section
1

FIELD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Quick Connect

The Hand Auger with unique hard-faced and cupped
blades is ideal for augering shallow holes in fine grained
soils. Little effort is needed to turn the auger and advance
the hole as the blade diameter exceeds the bucket
diameter to produce a 3-5/8 in diameter hole. S-110 and
S‑111, Hand Auger Assemblies, consist of an auger head,
tee handle and an extension with connectors. A cross
handle with rubber grips is optional. An all-stainlesssteel hand auger assembly is available for environmental
sampling.

Download data sheets, manuals, and technical
notes from www.StormwaterSamplers.com

The Hand Auger features:
► Heavy gauge, heat treated carbon steel bucket for long
life with cupped blades of unique design to facilitate
hole advancement.
► Zinc electroplated for rust resistance.
► Quick connect pins avoid use of wrenches.
► All stainless steel hand auger assembly is available for
environmental sampling.
► A special “windowed bucket” is available for use in sticky
clay soils.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Standard Hand Auger Kits
S-110

Standard Hand Auger Assembly.

6 lb

S-11004 Standard Auger Kit, 3¼ in. Includes:
(1) Standard 3¼ in Bucket, (4) 3 ft Extensions,
(1) 16 in T-Handle.

10 lb

S-111

Stainless Steel Standard Hand Auger Assembly

6 lb

Windowed Hand Auger Kits
S-110M

Windowed 3¼ in Hand Auger Kit

S-1104M Windowed (Open) Auger Kit, 3¼ in

6 lb
10 lb

We carry a full complement of replacement parts. Please
call.
www.durhamgeo.com  solutions@durhamgeo.com  Tel: 1-800-837-0864
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INSTRUMENTATION
Product/Water Interface Probe
Detects and Measures LNAPL or DNAPL

Water Level Indicators
Simple, Effective Direct Reading.
Now with Laser-Marked Cable

Application
Application




Measures the thickness of floating or sinking
products in monitoring wells or storage tanks



Detects the presence of water in storage tanks.



7/16 or 5/8 in probe for use in small wells.

Measure water levels in standpipes or wells.

Description
■ Aluminum reel
■ Flat Tefzel-coated
tape
■ 1/100 ft markings
■ Light and buzzer
indicate water or
product

Description
■ Aluminum reel
■ Graduated round polyurethane cable
■ 3/8 in stainless steel probe
■ Light and buzzer indicate contact with water
■ 1/100ftcablemarkings(lasermarkscannotbe
rubbed off)
The probe is lowered down the well until the bright LED
and piezo-electric beeper signal contact with water. Depthto-water measurement is read from round cable.
The efficient power circuits provide long battery life and a
built in sensitivity adjustment. The unit will automatically
shut off after 10 minutes of non-use and is powered by a
9 V battery. Durable reel features 1/8 in aluminum walls
and bronze bearings.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Water Level Indicators with Cable Graduated in Feet

The Product/Water
Interface (PWI) Probe
consists of a 5/8 or
7/16 in probe attached to
a flat tape with a Kynar
jacket. It uses an optical (infra-red refraction) sensor to
detect the product layer and conductivity for the water. The
probe is lowered in the well and when it makes contact
with the product layer it provides a pulsating tone. As the
probe is lowered into the water a solid tone is emitted. The
PWI incorporates a sensitivity adjustment to eliminate false
positive readings. The PWI has an automatic sleep mode
to turn the unit off after 10 minutes of non use. The smart
electronics will tolerate scratches and condensation on the
optical sensor reducing maintenance. Operates on 9 V battery (included). 9.25 in dia. face plates, 14 in overall height.
Tech Tip: Because viscous oils may adhere to the
probe, we suggest passing the probe through the
product layer and record your readings while retrieving the probe.

51690010

WLI with 100 ft cable, 6 in reel, handle (no stand)

4.0 lb

51690015

WLI with 150 ft cable, 9 in reel, stand

5.5 lb

51690030

WLI with 300 ft cable, 9 in reel, stand

7.5 lb

51690050

WLI with 500 ft cable, 11 in reel, stand

11 lb

51690100

WLI with 1000 ft cable, 11 in reel, stand

17 lb

TR-921

Product/Water Interface Probe, 5/8", 100 ft

8 lb

TR-922

Product/Water Interface Probe, 7/16", 100 ft

8 lb

TR-923

Product/Water Interface Probe, 5/8", 30 m

8 lb

TR-924

Product/Water Interface Probe, 7/16", 30 m

8 lb

Water Level Indicators with Cable Graduated in Meters
51690303

WLI with 30 m cable, 150 mm reel, handle

4.0 lb

51690310

WLI with 100 m cable, 230 mm reel, stand

9.0 lb

51690315

WLI with 150 m cable, 280 mm reel, stand

11 lb

TR-925

Carrying Bag (all-weather canvass)

36

3 lb

ORDERING INFORMATION

Accessory:
TR-925

Carrying Case (all-weather canvas)
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Pressure Transducers

Titanium Pressure Transducers
Designed for compatibility
with industrial data loggers,
the titanium pressure transducer is used to monitor
pore-water pressure and
water levels. Typical applications include monitoring water levels in pumping tests or pore-water pressures
in corrosive environments such as salt water and landfills.
The titanium pressure transducer can be read continuously.
All metal parts, including the diaphragm, are made from
titanium for high resistance to corrosion.
See page 36 for vented pressure transducers to monitor water level
in wells and standpipes, and stilling basins installed in reservoirs and
streams.

Water Level Monitoring System
Ideal for Data Logging
Application


Monitor water level in wells and standpipes,
and stilling basins installed in reservoirs and
streams

Description
■ Vented VW Pressure Transducer
■ VW (Vibrating Wire) MiniLogger
■ Vented VW Pressure Transducer

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

0.625” diameter x 5.75” long

Sensor Type

Diaphram pressure transducer with Micron
Technology semi-conductor strain gauges
with a 4-20mA output. The built-in temperature device is a 3K ohm thermistor.

Resolution

0.02% FS with a Campbell R10X and a
120 ohm resistor.

Linearity

± 0.5 % FS BFSL

Compensated
Temp Range

30 to 130°F

Over-Range

2 x rated range

The VW pressure transducer converts water pressure to a
frequency signal via a patented arrangement of diaphragm,
a tensioned steel wire, and an electromagnetic coil. The
data recorder or data logger stores the reading in Hz. Calibration factors are then applied to the reading to arrive at a
pressure in engineering units.

Long Term Stability ± 2% FS/year or better
Supply Voltage

12-24 V nominal supply, 8 V min at the
transducer.

Materials

Wetted metal parts are made from titanium. The filter is polyethylene.

■ Signal Cable

Shielded cable with four 22-gauge tinned-copper conductors and
polyurethane jacket. Two wires are used for the 4-20mA loop
circuit. The other two wires are used for the thermistor.

■ Readouts

DataMate MP. See separate datasheet.
Also: Industrial data loggers and readouts capable of supplying
12-24 volts to the transducer.
ORDERING INFORMATION

56410020 Electro-Piezo, 4-20mA 20 PSI

1 lb

56410050 Electro-Piezo, 4-20mA 50 PSI

1 lb

56410100 Electro-Piezo, 4-20mA 100 PSI

1 lb

56410250 Electro-Piezo, 4-20mA 250 PSI

1 lb

The vented pressure transducer is designed for low pressures and has a range of 0 to 1.5 bar (22 psi). The large
diameter vent tube provides quick response to changes in
atmospheric pressure and cannot be blocked by condensation. The large capacity, low maintenance desiccant chamber (optional) keeps vent tube dry for 3 to 6 months.
ORDERING INFORMATION
52612402

Vented Pressure Transducer

50614410

Vented Cable (Specify feet or meters)

50614415

Splice Kit for Vented Cable; includes componenets
to splice 5 conductors and vent tube.

52612495

Dessiccant Chamber

52613500

VW Data recorder

52613310

VW MiniLogger (see description in the next column)

We offer other types of piezometers.
Visit www.slopeindicator.com for a complete listing.

50613524 Signal cable, 4-22g PU Alum Shld (sold per ft)
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VW MiniLogger

Fluid Level Control

VW (Vibrating Wire) MiniLogger
The VW MiniLogger is a reliable, low-cost datalogger
designed to monitor a single VW piezometer. It takes just
minutes to learn how to use the MiniLogger. There are no
programs to write, no switches to set and only four wires to
connect.
The field-ready MiniLogger
is rated for temperatures
from -20 to +500ºC, and
its resin encapsulated
electronics are completely
protected from effects
of humidity and condensation. Powered by
two D-cell batteries, the
MiniLogger runs for up to
6 months and can store
8000 readings in secure,
non-volatile memory.
The MiniLogger can be set to start recording at a specific
time so that the readings may be synchronized with other
MiniLoggers, and the reading interval can be set from 30
readings per minute to one reading per week.
The MiniLogger Manager program, included with the
MiniLogger, is used to set the MiniLogger’s reading
schedule and to retreive recorded readings via a standard RS‑232 serial connection. The MiniLogger Manager
program stores retreived readings in an ASCII file, ready to
import into a spreadsheet. The file contains time, date, rawreadings, readings in engineering units, and temperature in
0ºC.
ORDERING INFORMATION
52613310

38

VW MiniLogger. Includes batteries, interface cable, MiniLogger Manager software
and user manual.

2 lb
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SAMPLING PUMP REQUIREMENTS FORM
Project

Customer Information

Name:

Name:

Number:

Title:

Location:

Phone:

Description:

Email:

Contact

Fax:

Well Information (please specify unit of measure)

Specification
Well Reference No.
Well Diameter
Total Well Depth
Casing ID
Casing Material
Locking Cap (LC) or Slip Cap
Static Water Level
Screen Length
Freeze Protection Required
Drop Tube Required
Drop Tube Length
Pump Tubing Material
Recharge Rate
Required Pump Flow Rate
Pump Type
Pump Construction
PVC/Teflon™ Bladder
SS/Teflon™ Bladder
Pump Controller Required
Plastic Wrapped Required

1

2

3

4

LC

SC

LC

SC

LC

SC

LC

SC

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Special Cleaning Requirements:

Note: Upon request, ground water sampling pumps supplied by Durham Geo Slope Indicator may be supplied as
certified contaminant-free. The rinse water from the equipment is analyzed by EPA Method 601 (Purgeable
Halocarbons) and EPA Method 602 (Purgeable Aromatics) by an independent and accredited laboratory.
Prepared by:
Name:

Signature:
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ANNEX

REMEDIATION SITE ASSESSMENT FORM
FAX the form back to Durham Geo Slope Indicator • Fax: 1-770-465-7447

Date:

CUSTOMER INFORMATION
Company: 										
Phone:					E-Mail: 					Fax:
Contact:								Title:
Street Address
City: 									

State:

		

Zip Code:

SITE INFORMATION
Site Location: 							Job Reference #:

RECOVERY METHOD
 Total Fluids

 Dissolved Product

 Solar Sparge  Solar Vent

 Leachate

 Gas Condensate

 LNAPLDNAPL

 Dual Pump

 Other

 Solar NAPL

WELL INFORMATION
Number of Wells:______(If site has more than 12 wells Complete this section on another form and submit it.)

1
Well Identification:

2

3

4

5

Comments:

6

						

Well Diameter (ID): in or cm					
Total Well Depth: ft or m

					

Product/Water Depth: ft or m					
Product Thickness: in or cm					
Water Table Rise/Fall ft or m 					
Seasonal / Tidal:

					

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Type of Product:

Comments:

					

Product Viscosity: SSU

				

Discharge Head: ft or m 				
Expected Flow Rate: 				
Gallons Per D/H/M

			

AIR INFORMATION

Comments:

Distance to Air Source: ft or m 			
Air Supply Line (ID): in or mm 			
Discharge Hose (ID): in or mm 			

Dist. to Recovery Tank: ft or m 				
Air Compressor: CFM or m³/hr.				
Filtration on Compressor: Yes or No

OTHER
Delivery Date

Special Site Conditions:

Required:
Site Plan Available:  Yes  No
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ANNEX

DURHAM GEO SLOPE INDICATOR
Compressed Air
Air Compressors
We can supply air compressors for all types of environmental
applications. From 3/4 HP oil-less designs for ground water
sampling up to 15 HP models for remediation projects.
Selecting the optimum air compressor system will ensure
efficient operation and reduce the need for maintenance and
repairs. A correctly sized, good quality air compressor will
provide years of trouble free operation.
Two factors need to be considered when selecting the optimum
size and type of compressor, air volume and pressure. The
air volume required, usually expressed as CFM (cubic feet
per minute). This is the actual volume of air delivered by the
compressor as measured when discharged to the atmosphere
at a set pressure. Once the CFM requirements have been
determined, the compressor can be selected. It is important to
allow for a 50% duty cycle for the compressor to prevent the
system from cycling continuously. (See Tech Tip Below)

An after cooler will reduce the temperature of the compressed
air. This will result in the water vapor condensing into droplets
which will collect in the bottom of the receiver. An auto drain
fitted to the receiver will open automatically, allowing the
water to drain.

Tech Tip:
Formula for determining total air flow (cfm)
requirements:
Total cfm required x 1.5 = Total cfm
Example: If you are using two MVP IV Pumps
each producing 3 gpm (1 cfm required per gallon
pumped), your actual air requirements will be 6
cfm. Multiply this number by 1.5 (50% duty cycle)
and your total cfm requirement will be 9 cfm.

A compressor will turn approximately 7 cubic feet of ambient
air into 1 cubic foot of compressed air. The net result is
seven times as much moisture and contamination inside the
compressor receiver and air lines. The compression process
will also increase the ambient temperature of the air inside
the receiver. Air compressors can generate over 20 gallons
of water in an 8-hour operating period. If not removed, the
moisture and contaminants can cause premature failure of
the air lines and pumping equipment. Compressors should
therefore include the following accessories: an aftercooler, a
receiver autodrain and, depending on the climatic conditions
where the compressor will be used, an air dryer.

Flow
(cfm)

Air Flow & Pressure Loss

Flow Rate
(lb/hr)

Tube Size

1/4” Tubing (.250” ID)

1/2” Tubing (.500” ID)

Velocity
(ft/sec)

Pressure Drop
(psi/100 ft)

3/4” Tubing (.750” ID)

1” Tubing (1.00” ID)

Velocity
(ft/sec)

Pressure Drop
(psi/100 ft)

Velocity
(ft/sec)

Pressure Drop
(psi/100 ft)

Velocity
(ft/sec)

Pressure Drop
(psi/100 ft)

0.5

2.42

24.45

0.60

6.11

0.02

2.72

0.002

1.53

0.001

1

4.84

48.89

2.39

12.22

0.07

5.43

0.010

3.06

0.002

2

9.68

97.78

9.56

24.45

0.30

10.86

0.04

6.11

0.01

4

19.37

195.57

38.25

48.89

1.20

21.73

0.16

12.22

0.04

8

38.74

391.14

152.99

97.78

4.78

43.46

0.63

24.45

0.15

16

77.47

782.28

611.96

195.57

19.12

86.92

2.52

48.89

0.60

32

154.94

1564.55

2447.83

391.14

76.49

173.84

10.07

97.78

2.39

64

309.89

3129.11

9791.31

782.28

347.68

347.68

40.29

195.57

9.56

3

Wh = Flow Rate, lb/hr = (60) x (Density, lb/ft ) x (Flow Rate, cfm)
Velocity, ft/sec = V (ft/sec) = {[(25,000) x D (in) x P (oz-f/in2)] / L (ft)}1/2
Pressure Drop, lb/in2 = [ ( (L, ft) x (Velocity, ft/sec)2 ) / ( (25000) x (d, in) ) ] / (16 oz/lb) = psi
Density of dry air @std temp & pressure = 0.0807 lb/ft3
Cells highlighted in dark blue are for non-recommended flows.
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Density = PV/RT
P = Pressure, psi
V = Volume, ft3
R = Gas Constant (for Air) = 53.33
T = Temperature, degR

Membrane Dryer
The compact membrane dryers use
a molecular design that can provide
atmospheric dew points as low as
400ºF. The system comprises densely
packed hollow fiber membranes to diffuse the water vapor. No power source
is required and the only maintenance
needed is the periodic changing of a
pre-filter element when the indicator
on the dryer shows red.
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24.75

30.93

46.40

61.86

8

10

15

20



92.80

4096.544

2923.697

1934.857

1136.350

536.714

148.880

31.78

26.48

21.19

15.89

10.59

8.47

6.36

5.30

4.24

3.18

2.12

1.06

0.79

0.53

0.26

Velocity
(ft/sec)

302.182

215.667

142.725

83.823

39.591

26.201

15.388

10.982

7.268

4.268

2.016

0.559

0.328

0.155

0.043

Pressure Drop
(psi/100ft)

Calculated using the Hazens Williams equation for head loss.
h=((0.002083)(L)((100/C)^1.85)((q)^1.85))/(dh)^4.8655
Where: h = ft head loss/ft pipe
L = length of pipe = 100 ft
C = Constant = 130 for smooth pipe
q = Flow rate in gal/min
dh = Hydraulic dia = ID” for circular tubes
Pressure Loss (psi) = h/2.31

30

77.33

355.189

18.56

6

25

208.604

15.47

98.527

57.865

27.331

5

6.19

2

7.581

4.453

9.28

3.09

1

12.37

2.32

0.75

2.103

0.583

4

1.55

0.5

3

0.77

0.25

Press. Drop
(psi/100 ft)

18.11

15.09

12.07

9.05

6.04

4.83

3.62

3.02

2.41

1.81

1.21

0.60

0.45

0.30

0.15

Velocity
(ft/sec)

76.915

54.894

36.328

21.336

10.077

6.669

3.917

2.795

1.850

1.086

0.513

0.142

0.084

0.039

0.011

Pressure Drop
(psi/100ft)

23.761

16.959

11.223

6.591

3.113

2.060

1.210

0.864

0.571

0.336

0.159

0.044

0.026

0.012

0.003

Pressure Drop
(psi/100ft)

6.46

5.38

4.30

3.23

2.15

1.72

1.29

1.08

0.86

0.65

0.43

0.22

0.16

0.11

0.05

Velocity
(ft/sec)

6.257

4.466

2.955

1.736

0.820

0.543

0.319

0.227

0.150

0.088

0.042

0.012

0.007

0.003

0.001

Pressure Drop
(psi/100ft)

4.74

3.95

3.16

2.37

1.58

1.26

0.95

0.79

0.63

0.47

0.32

0.16

0.12

0.08

0.04

Velocity
(ft/sec)

Cells highlighted in light blue have minimal pressure loss.
Cells highlighted in dark blue are for non-recommended flows.

Data based on pipe I.D.

11.17

9.31

7.45

5.59

3.72

2.98

2.23

1.86

1.49

1.12

0.74

0.37

0.28

0.19

0.09

Velocity
(ft/sec)

2.956

2.109

1.396

0.820

0.387

0.256

0.151

0.107

0.071

0.042

0.020

0.005

0.003

0.002

0.000

Pressure Drop
(psi/100ft)

1 1/2” Pipe (1.610” ID)

Refrigerated
Regenerative Desiccant
Membrane

1 1/4” Pipe (1.380” ID)

There are three types of drying systems available:

1” Pipe (1.049” ID)

Pipe Size (Sch 40)

2.88

2.40

1.92

1.44

0.96

0.77

0.58

0.48

0.38

0.29

0.19

0.10

0.07

0.05

0.02

Velocity
(ft/sec)

0.876

0.625

0.414

0.243

0.115

0.076

0.045

0.032

0.021

0.012

0.006

0.002

0.001

0.000

0.000

Pressure Drop
(psi/100ft)

2” Pipe (2.067” ID)

Air dryers should be used when the
compressor is operated in freezing
or high humidity conditions. In both
cases it is necessary to remove as
much moisture as possible from the
air supplied to the pumps.

3/4” Pipe (.824” ID)

Air Dryers

Velocity
(ft/sec)

Regenerative Desiccant
These dryers use a dual tower design,
each filled with a desiccant media that
will remove water from the air stream.
The dual tower design allows one
tower to dry the air while the other
tower is regenerated. Maximum bed
life is from 3 to 5 years. These dryers
consume about 10% of the air supply produced by the compressor for
regeneration of the desiccant bed.
1/2” Pipe (.622” ID)

Refrigerated Dryers
Refrigerated air dryers use mechanical refrigeration to lower the air
temperature of the compressed air.
This lowers the dew point that causes
the moisture in the air to condense
into liquid and be removed from the
compressed air stream.

1/4” Pipe (.364” ID)

Refrigerated dryers are selected when
the air temperature will remain above
350ºF. Desiccant dryers are preferred
in low temperature conditions below
350ºF. Membrane dryers are usually
chosen for applications where there is
relatively low air consumption.

Flow
(gpm)

•
•
•

Water Flow & Pressure Loss

ANNEX

DURHAM GEO SLOPE
INDICATOR
Pressure Loss (Water)
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Index

INDEX
A

H

S

Air Compressor 5, 9
Air In Kit Only 27
Air In/Fluid Out Kit 27
Arch Pump 33
Arch Pump Pneumatic Controller 33
A-SOX 17

Hand Auger Kits 35
High Pressure CO2 Regulator 9
Hose Assembly for SRX 21
Hoses 34

SoakEase™ 12
Solar-Powered Remediation 29
SolarNAPL 5, 9, 29
SRX Landfill Pump 25
SRX Remediation Pump 20
Suspension Cable Kits 5
Suspension Cable, Nylon Coated 15

B

Brass Plug, 1/4" 11
Buna-N 1/2" ID Tubing 5
Buna-N 3/8" ID Tubing 5

C
Cigarette Lighter Assembly 33
Cleaning Kit, SRX-L 26
CO2 Cylinders 9
Coalescing Filter Assembly (Arch) 33
Coalescing Filter/Regulator (F.A.P.) 3

D
Data Logger, Vibrating Wire 38
DC Purging Pump 33

E
Electro-Pneumatic Overfill Protection
5,9
Equalization Exhaust "E"-Valve 26
Exhaust Diverter Kit 27
Exhaust Restrictor Kit 27

F

F.A.P. Plus™ Density Skimmer 4
F.A.P. Plus™ Pump 3,29
F.A.P. Plus™ ZW Pump 3
Filter/Regulator for SRX 21,26
Flow Valve for SRX 21

L
Landfill Seal Flanges 27
Landfill Seal Plugs 27

M
Manifold Flange Kits 27
Membrane Dryer 5
Mini Bladder Pump 30

N
Nylon Tubing, 1/8" OD 34
Nylon Tubing, 3/8" OD 9

O

O-SOX 15

T
Tank-Full Shut-Off 5, 9
Tubing 34

W
Water Level Indicator 36
Well Cap w/ cable restraint 15, 17
Well Clincher 5
Well Head Module 26
Well Seal Assemblies 10, 22

P
Passive Skimmer 11
Petro-Bailer™ 13
Piezometer, 4-20mA 37
Piezometer, Vibrating Wire 37
POD Skimming System 8
Polyethylene Tubing, 1/4" OD 5,9,34
Precision Dual Range Controller 32
Product/Water Interface Probe 36
Pulse Counter 21,26
Push-Lok Fitting 11

Q

Quick Connection Fittings Kits 25
Quick Exhaust Valve 33
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ENVIRONMENTAL PUMPS

MATERIALS TESTING

www.DurhamGeo.com






GEOTECHNICAL AND STRUCTURAL

www.DurhamGeo.com






Ground Water Remediation Pumps
Ground Water Sampling Pumps
Well Development Pumps
Water Quality Meters
Landfill Leachate

Concrete Testing Equipment and Supplies
Asphalt Testing Equipment and Supplies
Soil Testing Equipment and Supplies
Geosynthetics Testing Equipment
General Laboratory Supplies

www.SlopeIndicator.com








Inclinometers and Casing
Tilt Meters and Tilt Systems
Bassett Convergence System
Strain Gauges and Load Cells
Piezometers and Pressure Cells
Extensometers and Settlement Systems
Real-Time Data Acquisition and Reporting

COVER PHOTOGRAPHS
Top: FAP Plus pump being installed.
Bottom: Installing a F.A.P. Plus™ pump powered
by the SolarNAPL solar-powered air compressor.
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